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Abstract
Environmental sustainability in regards to infrastructure and the built environment
is a significant consideration for the Department of National Defence (DND). As
the 2nd largest landowner in Canada, the DND is making great efforts to operate
in a sustainable manner through the creation and implementation of sustainable
building policies.

Meeting the green/sustainable buildings requirements of the

recent Federal Sustainable Development Strategy, and the 2006 DND
Sustainable Development Strategy to achieve accreditation within generic green
building systems, has proven to be extremely challenging given the mandate and
the nature of Canadian Forces (CF) operations, both domestically and overseas.
This line of research was conducted in order to identify the unique requirements
and the sustainability factors/criteria that are applicable to the CF / DND and to
investigate how to best align these requirements within the context of sustainable
development strategies. Input data was obtained through an analysis of literature
and relevant documents, as well as a series of interviews with individuals at all
levels within the Federal Government. The result of this research undertaking
was, in part, the creation of a Sustainable Development for DND based on a
thorough,

comprehensive

and

internationally-investigated

factor

selection

process.

These results illustrate the importance for the DND to consider

implementing a department-specific sustainable building strategy; one that is
more representative of the unique type of infrastructure DND owns and operates.
The results of such an investigation can surely be used to assist with best
practices and strategic policies within DND and to potentially influence policies at
the Federal level of governance in this regard. The ultimate goal of this thesis
was to establish the policy framework with a view for DND to develop and
implement its own unique Sustainability Standard.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Background
1.0

Introduction

The purpose of this project is to provide a critical analysis of appropriate green
building/sustainable1 development strategies for new construction and large
renovation projects, and to examine their suitability for the Canadian Forces
(CF). Green building/sustainable development strategies are those which
address the environmental, social and economical aspects of a building, in an
attempt to lessen the negative impacts of the infrastructure. This investigation
outlines the challenges of achieving current mainstream green/sustainable
building accreditations due to the unique environments within the CF. These
unique environments include infrastructure in the Arctic, isolated areas, and
overseas (see Chapter 3).

These challenges require solutions which are

specifically designed for implementation within the CF, and not simply solutions
which have been “imported” from similar industries.

As such, a proposed

Department of National Defence (DND) Sustainability Standard is outlined to
assist the CF in achieving the objectives of green/sustainable building initiatives
without compromising the ability of DND/CF to carry out regular activities. The
two research questions that were investigated are:

1

Green/sustainable will be used to describe the infrastructure under analysis, as the two terms “green” and
“sustainable” are used interchangeably in literature. This will be further examined in Chapter 6.

1

1. What are the unique requirements of the CF with regards to
green/sustainable buildings? (Part 1); and,
2. What should be implemented in a sustainable development strategy for
the CF in order to achieve green/sustainable building objectives? What
are the constraints of current DND policy, and how can those constraints
be overcome? (Part 2)

These questions were investigated in order to illustrate the importance for the
DND to consider implementing green/sustainable building strategies that are
specific to DND and may be lacking in current rating systems, which would in
turn create a Sustainability Standard; one that is more representative of the type
of infrastructure DND owns and operates. The recommendations would be used
to assist with the development of best practices and policies within DND with
regards to green/ sustainable building processes.

These questions were answered using a qualitative research design method,
including semi-structured interviews, a literature review, and document analysis
(see Section 5).

The scope of this study looks only at new construction within the CF.

This

project is not creating a tool for building assessments, but rather it is providing
insight into the DND’s decision behind mandating the use of LEED and Green
Globes over other rating systems, if that decision was substantiated, and to

2

establish criteria that should be included into a building assessment system
based on the unique requirement and operations of the DND.

1.1

Aim of Research

The aim of this thesis was to determine the infrastructure needs of the DND/CF,
and how to appropriately address these needs in the most sustainable manner,
in accordance with current regulatory requirements, uniqueness of their
infrastructure, and internal objective and goals.

Due to the fairly recent

development and progress of green/sustainable building initiatives, this research
aims also to assist the DND with understanding the most effective way to create
appropriate and effective sustainability policies.

1.2

Background

With concern growing in regards to global warming and the depletion of the
Earth’s resources, a new focus on environmental sustainability has arisen
throughout the world. As the 2nd largest landowner in Canada, behind Parks
Canada, the DND is making great efforts to operate in a sustainable manner
through the creation and implementation of sustainable building policies.
However, meeting requirements of the 2010 Federal Sustainable Development
Strategy (FSDS), and the 2006 DND Sustainable Development Strategy (DND
SDS) to achieve accreditation within generic green/sustainable building systems
has proven to be a challenge due to the suite of special purpose infrastructure
and the nature of CF operations; both domestically and overseas. The growing
3

concern for resources, climate change, water quality and quantity has resulted in
a new focus on environmental sustainability with respect to buildings in Canada.
According to a report by the Commission for Environmental Cooperation (2008),
buildings in Canada are responsible for:

a. 33% of all energy used;
b. 50% of natural resources consumed;
c. 12% of non-industrial water used;
d. 25% of landfill waste generated;
e. 10% of airborne particulate produced; and,
f. 35% of greenhouse gas emitted. (Commission for Environmental
Cooperation, 2008).

DND is the largest building owner in the federal government by quantity (i.e.,
number of buildings), holding more than 43% of the federal inventory.
Installations exist in every province and territory and are located in 217
cities/municipalities (DND SDS, 2006). Under the purview of the Canada First
Defence Strategy, over the next 20 years, DND will replace 50 percent of its
existing infrastructure. Considering that the DND holds some 21, 000 buildings,
2.25 million hectares of land, 5 500 km of roads and 3 000 km of water, storm
and sewer pipes, it can be said that the activities of the DND will impact the
whole of Canada (Craig, 2010) (Figure 1.1). These impacts may also translate

4

into international concerns, as many of the issues are trans-boundary by nature
(i.e. air quality).

Figure 1.1: Current Infrastructure Projects for the DND
(Source: National Defence and the Canadian Forces, 2012)
Implementing a green building strategy into policy can achieve many savings and
if properly designed can achieve many positive results. Buildings constructed
utilizing a holistic approach, and following a green/sustainable building
philosophy, have the potential to yield significant environmental, economic, and
social benefits for all stakeholders; including owners, occupants and the general
public. Relative to traditional buildings, green/sustainable buildings commonly:
a. are more energy and water efficient;
b. generate less greenhouse gases and other pollutants;
c. use less non-renewable materials and use materials more efficiently;

5

d. produce less solid waste, liquid waste and light pollution;
e. mitigate the potential for urban sprawl and heat-island effects;
f. are designed to be more adaptable to changing uses;
g. provide numerous economic benefits, especially long-term;
h. utilize healthy indoor environments to promote productivity, employee
morale, and employee health.

While not all green/sustainable buildings will exhibit all of these advantages, if the
most appropriate design and construction decisions are implemented it will be
possible to maximize the benefits of building green.

Many of the advantages commonly associated with green/sustainable building
are desirable for the CF. Whether it is an improvement in public image, an
increase in energy and water efficiency (and resulting reduced operating costs),
or one of the many other documented advantages of green/sustainable building,
these advantages will translate directly into positive results for the CF.

1.3

Organization of Research Document

There were many topics analyzed and understood in order to effectively
complete this research, and incorporated all of the influencing components,
which will be elaborated upon in the forthcoming chapters. The outline of this
project is depicted below in Figure 1.2.

6

Chapter 1 - Introduction and Background
Establish research questions, aim of research, and background of research area.

Chapter 2 - Literature Review

Chapter 3 – Sustainable Buildings
within the DND

Analysis of relevant existing
literature, establishing
definitions of green and
sustainable buildings.

Investigation into current
green/sustainable building practices
within the DND.

Investigating green building
rating systems as indicators
within the sustainable
development framework.

Regulations and internal mandates.
Determining goals and objectives of
DND with regards to infrastructure.

Chapter 5 – Methods
Chapter 4 - Building Rating Systems

Establish study design and
interview guide.

Describe and analyze existing rating
systems used both nationally and
internationally.

Conduct interviews – determine
themes and apply them to DND.
Analyse existing rating systems
for applicability within the CF.
Chapter 6 – Results and Discussion

Used data collected from interviews, literature and researchers work experience
within DND, to establish list of factors that should be required for application on
DND buildings, in order to ensure they are achieving sustainable building
philosophies.
Discuss inherent bias in respondents due to organizational affiliation, educational
background, or gender.

Chapter 7 – Recommendations and Conclusions
Recommend green building policy initiative within DND.
Figure 1.2: Organization of Research Document
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.0

General

This chapter focuses on defining sustainable development in order to ensure that
the implementations of green/sustainable buildings (including certification
systems) are in line with such a definition.

This literature review will also

summarize the history of sustainable development and how rating systems of the
present day adhere to the philosophy of sustainable development.

2.1

Sustainable Development: Background, Concepts and Theories

Sustainable Development (SD) has become one of the most prevalent topics in
the 21st century. It is a comprehensive concept involving many disciplines, giving
it both a pragmatic approach, and philosophical base (Schmandt & Ward, 2000).
It is widely being applied to all areas of the world from nations to corporations to
stakeholders. Since its formal introduction onto the world stage by the 1987
UN’s Bruntland Commission, SD has been broadly defined as "Development that
meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of the future
generations to meet their own needs." (Dalal-Clayton & Bass, 2002:12). In its
simplest form, the concept of SD promotes economic, social and environmental
welfare. All three facets working in harmony rather than against each other, each
equally weighted in terms of importance. But how realistic is this concept, and
what are the indicators for measuring sustainability? What is the true definition of
sustainable development? As the global community enters into the next phase of
8

sustainable development, putting the concepts into action is the next greatest
challenge, as is measuring its application (Schmandt & Ward, 2000). This
chapter is organized in two parts. The first part explores the background of SD,
the origins of its concepts, and provides examples of how those concepts are
used within SD frameworks. The second part links SD concepts to the concepts
behind the built environment.

2.1.1 History of Sustainable Development
The environmental literature of the 19th century was written from one of two
perspectives; “conservationist” (i.e. view of conserving nature based on its
intrinsic value and spiritual importance) and/or “preservationist” (i.e. preserving
the environment from an anthropocentric view in order to sustain human life and
industry) (see Figure 2.1). Both of these perspectives argued for a more
ecological approach to human interaction with the natural world, and both could
easily

have

an

argument

against

development.

While

the

conservation/preservation debate was used in the area of wilderness
preservation, renewable resource extraction and natural area management, a
new set of concerns arose in the second half of the 20 th century (Chesworth et
al., 2002). The publication of Rachel Carson’s “Silent Spring” in 1962 marked the
emergence into popular consciousness of this new kind of environmental
concern over chemical pollution, which then unfolded into concerns over nonrenewable resources depletion and population growth (Chesworth et al., 2002).

9

Community Economic
Development

Economic
Development

Community
Development

Conservationism

Ecological
Development

Deep
Ecology

Figure 2.1: Historical Ideas and Perspectives on Sustainability Development
(Source: Bell & Morse, 2003)

In the early 1970s this new set of issues raised a debate similar to that of the
conservationists and the preservationists. One of the most popular debates was
that of two American Biologists, Paul Ehrlich and Barry Commoner.

Ehrlich

formulated an equation which predicted Environmental Impact. It was based on
three factors: Population, Affluence (over-consumption), and Technology. Ehrlich
argued that the key problem in determining environmental impact was
overpopulation

and

over-consumption

(Chesworth

et

al.,

2002).

The

‘overpopulation’ school is directly descended from Malthus and focuses on
population growth as the driving force behind environmental degradation and
10

resource overuse. The overpopulation topic is considerably less significant in
academic and public debate today than it was in the 1960s, as emphasis has
shifted away from population growth and become more focused on ecological
problems and resource overuse (Brander, 2007). Those in the overpopulation
school tend to see this shift as focusing on the symptoms rather than on the
underlying causal problem. In an alternative view, Commoner argued that the
most important factor was Technology. Supporters believed that increasing
population is positive, mainly because innovation arises due to population
pressures. This thought process was coined ‘technology optimism’ (Brander,
2007). A more widely accepted version of technology optimism does not focus
on whether population pressure causes innovation, but simply concludes that
technological progress has essentially solved the Malthusian problem (Brander,
2007). Essentially, it is a view that environmental degradation can be pre-empted
by an increase in use of technology.

This debate between Commoner and Ehrlich initiated a discussion about the
relative importance of technology and individual human responsibility that has
been a theme in the population/resource/pollution literature since the early 1970s
(Chesworth et al., 2002). Similar to the conservationists and the preservationists
debate, in this discussion, Commoner focused more on questions related to
values and fundamental changes in individual attitudes (towards nature or
towards human behaviour) while Ehrlich takes what they believe to be a more
pragmatic and collective approach, oriented towards efficiency gains and

11

improvements in technology. However, these two approaches are able to, and
often do, unite in order to lobby for anti-environment actions, arguments, or ideas
(Chesworth et al., 2002).

According to Chesworth et al., (2002) it is in this

context that the concept of sustainable development was first articulated.

The concept of sustainable society was first formulated by Lester Brown in 1981.
The concept of SD emerged in the mid to late 1980s as an attempt to bridge the
gap between environmental concerns about the ecological consequences of
human activities and socio-political concerns about human development issues.
SD was a logical extension of arguments within the environmental literature of
the 1960s, 70s and 80s (Chesworth et al., 2002). Brown’s concept provided the
challenge of looking beyond short-term environmental consequences and
focused on institutional changes required to create a society that would be able
to stay within its environmental limits (Chesworth et al., 2002).

The work of the UN Commission on Environment and Development (the
Brundtland Commission) took a more socio-political approach and put less
emphasis on promoting drastic changes in behaviour and priorities (Chesworth et
al., 2002). The Brundtland report suggested that ecological sustainability cannot
be achieved if the problem of poverty is not successfully addressed on a global
scale. It also emphasized that the solutions to both over- and –underconsumption
(answer to environmental degradation) was to promote human development.
The Brundtland Report called for a “five to ten-fold” increase in industrial activity
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over the next century. However, this conventional kind of development was not
the answer, a new form of ‘sustainable’ development was required.

The

Brundtland report takes a very pragmatic, technological approach to solving the
problem. There is no emphasis on spiritual values, or individual responsibility.
Rather it focuses on collective institutional responses, efficiency gains, and social
responsibility.

Like

Commoner,

the

Brundtland

report

calls

for

great

improvements in technology and efficiency (Chesworth et al., 2002).

2.1.2 Definition of Sustainable Development
As a stand-alone definition, defining sustainable development as "Development
that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of the future
generations to meet their own needs" (Dalal-Clayton & Bass, 2002: 12) is an
extremely vague, open-ended definition.

Due to this fact, proponents of the

Brundtland definition have faced a struggle to have it embraced as the most
appropriate definition. These three constituent concepts (society, environment,
and economics) are commonly referred to as the three central pillars of
sustainable development and are considered to be fundamentally linked,
interdependent and mutually reinforcing. Some have suggested additional pillars
such as “politics” or “culture”; however, these additional concepts typically fall
within one or more of the three central pillars (see Figure 2.1). A literature search
has provided several other definitions for SD. A selected few are listed below:
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“A primary goal of sustainable development is to achieve a reasonable
(however defined) level of fairly distributed economic well-being that can
be maintained for many human generations.” (Goodland & Ledoc, 1987:
36).

“Sustainable development means the will to follow a rational approach to
economic policies; to show respect for future generations by integrating
concern

for

environmental

protection

into

decision-making;

and

progressively to evolve towards the full participation of all concerned
actors.” (Barboza, 2000: 72).

“the concept of sustainable development is now … featured on 8,720,000
Web pages, and enmeshed in the aspirations of countless programs,
places, and institutions, it should be easy to complete the sentence:
[‘Sustainable development is…’].

But the most widely accepted

[Brundtland] definition is creatively ambiguous.” (Kates et al., 2005: 9).

It is clear from these definitions that there is a lack of consistency in the definition
of sustainable development.

While most of the definitions focus on the

“environmental” aspect of sustainable development, there appears to be
disagreement in the importance of economics, politics, and social issues (Bell &
Morse, 2008). The ambiguity of the SD definition has both strengths and flaws.
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2,1.2.1

Ambiguity as a Strength

The greatest strength arising from the ambiguity of the Brundtland definition for
SD is in its inclusivity, due to the broadness of the scope of the definition. Many
organizations have begun to operate with the goal of SD, tailoring the definition
to their particular mission statement.

Essentially, the broad scope of the

definition has promoted the creation of organizations which may operate under
the mandate of one or more of the three pillars of SD. Ensuring the definition is
not too narrow allows flexibility and allows organizations to focus their work in
their particular areas of strength, thus promoting efficiency and other positive
initiatives (RMC Green Team, 2010).

Unfortunately, for many of the same reasons that ambiguity is a strength of the
Brundtland definition of SD, it may also be considered to be a serious flaw of the
definition.
2.1.2.2

Ambiguity as a Flaw

The major flaw of the Brundtland definition for SD arises from both the popularity
of sustainable development and the ambiguity of the definition. SD has become
the buzzword, with the concept of SD permeating all facets of society. While it is
encouraging that so many institutions are interested in SD, the overuse of the
term, and lack of clarification of the definition has resulted in a lack-of-credibility
and significant misuse of the term.
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Aras and Crowther (2009) argued that it has been so heavily over-used, and with
so many different meanings applied to it, that it is effectively meaningless. Indeed
it is frequently mentioned without any attempt to define exactly what sustainable
activity entails (Aras & Crowther, 2009). The root of this flaw can be seen by
carefully examining the definition. The Brundtland definition fails to clarify whose
needs must be met, whether they are truly needs or wants, and how and where
development can progress so as to meet these needs (RMC Green Team, 2010).
As a result, there continues to be significant debate regarding the meaning of
sustainable development, with many sustainable activities resulting not in a
balance between the three pillars, but rather in a trade-off between the pillars.
Many argue that it is unrealistic to strive for complete equality between all of the
world’s peoples (something that many believe is implied in the definition of SD).
Due to the ambiguity, some activities, products, or institutions which may
advertise themselves as being “sustainable” may actually be entirely unsustainable (RMC Green Team, 2010).

2.1.3 Conceptual Frameworks
The main differences among SD frameworks are the ways in which they
conceptualize the key dimensions of SD, the linkages among these dimensions,
the way in which issues are grouped to be measured, and the concepts by which
they justify the selection (Hayashi, 2011). As noted in the above sections, the
definition of SD is ambiguous, there is a lack of operative definitions and
disagreement over what should be sustained, and the concept is unclear and
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loaded with contradictions (Jabareen, 2008). Over the past couple decades,
there have been several conceptual frameworks established by such authors as
Robert Gibson (2006), Tony Hodge (1997), and Kiyotada Hayashi (2011). One of
the more recent and applicable (to this research document) theoretical
frameworks for understanding SD and its complexities, using conceptual
analysis, has been developed by Yosef Jabareen (2008). The analytical process
elaborates seven concepts that together assemble the theoretical framework of
SD. They are as follows (and are further illustrated in Figure 2.2).

1. Ethical paradox: This is the main concept of the framework. The paradox
between ‘sustainability’ and ‘development’ is articulated in terms of ethics.
On one hand, ‘sustainability’ is seen as a characteristic of a process or
state that can be maintained indefinitely. On the other hand, however,
development

is

environmental

modification,

which

requires

deep

intervention in nature and exhausts natural resources. “The foundation of
the theoretical framework of SD is based on the unresolved paradox of
sustainability, which as such can simultaneously inhabit different and
contradictory environmental ideologies and practices” (Jabareen, 2008).
2. Natural Capital: The concept of natural capital represents the material
aspect of the theoretical world of sustainability, the environmental and
natural resource assets of development and preservation. This framework
of sustainability advocates keeping the natural capital constant for the
benefit of future generations (Jabareen, 2008).
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3. Equity: The concept of equity represents the social aspects of SD.
Sustainability is about sharing the capacity for well-being between current
and future generations of people (Jabareen, 2008).
4. Eco-form: The concept of eco-form represents the ecologically-desired
form of urban spaces and communities. ‘Sustainable’ design aims to
create eco-forms, which are energy efficient and designed for long life
(Jabareen, 2008).
5. Integrative Management: The concept of integrative management
represents the integrative and holistic view of the aspects of social
development, economic growth and environmental protection (Jabareen,
2008).
6. Political Global Agenda: The concept of political global agenda represents
a new worldwide political environmental discourse reconstituted around
the ideas of sustainability. The concept reflects deep political disputes
between Northern and Southern countries, where the North demands ‘no
development

without

sustainability’

and

the

South

demands

‘no

sustainability without development’ (Jabareen, 2008).
7. Utopianism: The concept of utopianism represents visions for the human
habitats based on SD. This utopia incorporates political and social
concepts such as solidarity, spirituality, and the equal allocation of
resources (Jabareen, 2008).
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The relationship of the seven concepts is depicted in Figure 2.2:

Natural Capital
Stock

Equity

Ethical
Paradox

Global
Agenda

Eco-Form

Integrative
Management

Utopia

Figure 2.2: A Theoretical Framework, Applicable to the DND, for Understanding
SD, using conceptual analysis (Source: Jabareen, 2008).

2.2

Measuring Sustainable Development

Once a structure/framework is agreed upon, it should then be possible to develop
a method in order to establish whether progress has been made with respect to
SD principles (based on the aforementioned definition).
important to the study of SD.

This is difficult, but

If it is not possible to establish whether

performance has been improved, then it would also be impossible to make any
decisions about the future. Assessment is confined by the techniques employed
to assess sustainable development. However, this is dangerous as it might be
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restricted to those aspects that are easy to measure. According to Brandon &
Lombardini (2005), it is important to distinguish between measurement and
assessment. Measurement involves the identification of variables related to SD
and the utilization of technically appropriate data collection and data analysis
methods. Assessment involves the evaluation of performance against a criterion
or a number of criteria (Brandon & Lombardini, 2005).

2.2.1 Indicators
There are many examples of indicators and indices that are designed to measure
attainment of SD or its elements (Bell & Morse, 2008). Indicators are used as
assessment techniques. They assess a certain situation and provide advice for
the future. Brandon & Lombardini (2005) provide the following characteristics of
good indicators. They must be:
a. transferrable/comparable across spatial scales and stakeholder interests;
b. complementary – displaying multi-scalar reciprocity;
c. able to account for both tangible and intangible aspects of SD;
d. useful to show transition to knowledge society – showing or distinguishing
between, for example, just being a “good neighbour” and being socially
beneficent, ex, by leading a local virtual interest group; and
e. Demand progress by stakeholders from bottom-up as well as top-down.
(Brandon & Lombardini, 2005).
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Effective indicators must be able to provide explanations for differences in
performance, not only the relative or absolute performance of the structure/s
(Hayashi, 2011). It is also pertinent to address the issues of how many indicators
to use. If there are too many, the systems fall into disuse because entities cannot
spend the time analyzing them or they do not think it’s economically worthwhile.
On the other side, if there are too few indicators, there is a risk of missing an
important feature that goes to the very root of whether a particular development
is going to be sustainable (Brandon & Lombardini, 2011). So far, there appears
to be no consistency in the choice of indicators and no consensus as to what the
indicators should contain and what should be the method of assessment.

2.3

Sustainable Development and Built Environment

In a study of the world, Albert Toynbee (a British Historian) used the concepts of
“Challenge and Response” to explain how civilizations rise and fall. He looked at
underlying causes that explained societal success or failure. By “Challenge”
Toynbee meant some event that posed a threat to the ways in which a group of
people had made their livelihood. This term is not to be taken all negatively; it
also meant the existence of opportunity. “Response” was the action taken by the
same group of people to cope with the new situation (Schmandt & Ward, 2000).
Response required vision, leadership and action to overcome the threat and
create the basis for survival. In this century, global threats of environmental
degradation, poverty, and civil unrest are not uncommon. The challenge for the
current society is to determine which response will prevent hardship. The search
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for this response is underway worldwide. One of the most popular responses
has been the innovation of the built environment. Green Building (now more
commonly called “Sustainable Building”), which employs new forms of
technology, has been on the forefront of SD strategies, globally.

Hui (2002) defines "Sustainable Buildings" as those buildings that have minimal
adverse impacts on the built and natural environment, in terms of the buildings
themselves, their immediate surroundings and the broader regional and global
setting. Sustainable building practices are those which strive for integral quality,
including economic, social and environmental performance. The rational use of
natural resources and appropriate management of the building stock will
contribute to saving scarce resources, reducing energy consumption (energy
conservation), and improving environmental quality.

2.3.2 History of Green/Sustainable Buildings
Green Buildings are not a new phenomenon. According to Smith et al. (2006),
there were several buildings erected in the 19th and early 20th centuries that
integrated sustainable designs. After the Second World War it is believed that
due to the abundance of cheap fossil fuel, building style did not reflect energy
efficient designs. It was not until the environmental movement of the 1970s that
environmentally conscious building designs became the focus. One of the most
important works that emerged during this decade was Design for the real world
by Victor Papanek. In this paper, Papanek made the first attempts at integrating
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environmental considerations into the design process. It was heavily criticized at
this time, and limited to use within the United States.

Under the umbrella of sustainable development, the 1980s brought on a
resurgence of green building discussions. The first environmental certification
system was introduced in 1990 in the United Kingdom: the Building Research
Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM), and was brought to Canada in
1996. In the U.S., the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) introduced its own
rating system in 1998: Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED).
In 2004 the Green Building Initiative (GBI) adapted the Canadian version of
BREEAM to create Green Globes and began distributing it in the U.S. market in
2005 (Smith et al., 2006). Since that time, various other countries have adopted
national Green Building Strategies (Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.3: Selected Green/Sustainable Building Systems around the world.

As these systems evolve out of a state of infancy, it is noted that more systems
tend to refer to themselves as sustainable buildings, rather than green building.
Sustainable buildings tend to consider more than just technological or energy
related system, but an array economic, social, and environmental components.
Chapter 4 of this research project describes several of these rating systems in
detail. Figure 2.4 illustrates selected prominent rating systems that are utilized
along with their dates of inception.
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Green Globes
BREEAM

1990

LEED

1996

HQE

2000

Green Star

2001

2002

Swedish
Rating Tool

Boma
Best

2003

2004

2005

2006

2006

2007

DGNB
Germany
GBC

CaGBC

Figure 2.4: Timeline of the usage of National and International Rating Systems

2.4

Sustainable Development and the Department of National Defence

There are several Directive Orders within the CF that require sustainable, and
environmentally friendly activities/practices/procedures within all facilities owned
and/or operated by the CF. However, there is one document in particular which
contains the necessary requirements to assist the CF with modifying its practices
with regards to new construction of buildings and major renovations. In 2003 the
Department of National Defence (DND), in its Sustainable Development Strategy
(SDS) 2003, outlined a target (D1) to integrate the green building concept into
the design process by having a percentage of eligible new building projects
incorporate the green building concept. This target, though vague in nature, was
a very important first step towards integrating green engineering into DND. The
2006 version of the SDS has taken the green building objective a step further
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2008

with strategic commitment 2.1 (SC.2.1).

This initiative aims to expand the

integration of the green building concept into the total design process by ensuring
all new building projects incorporate green building concepts.

This latest

initiative has set goals for projects valued at over $10 million to achieve a LEED
silver or better standard and for projects valued at under $10 million to achieve a
Green Globe 3 out of 5 standard or better. Currently there is no available
information substantiating the DND’s decision to adopt LEED and Green Globes
rating systems, aside from the fact that they are widely used in North America.
Chapter 3 of this research document provides more detail into the background of
green/sustainable buildings within the DND.

2.5

Rating Systems

Based on the above frameworks, there are several rating systems currently being
used in Canada, which are designed to be performance indicators of
sustainability.

Sustainability labelling or credit incentive programs are often

easily understandable and make it possible to obtain certain levels of
“sustainability” or “greenness”. Sustainability credit incentive programs provide
tools and performance criteria for the implementation and recognition of
sustainable practices. Credit programs are effective on two levels: they provide
specific criteria for achieving various credits, and thus give clear direction for the
implementation of sustainable practices; and they provide recognition for credit
achievement, and thus, provide an incentive for the implementation of
sustainable practices. When designing a green/sustainable building, it is
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important to ensure not only that criteria are being met, but also that the building
will perform as intended. That is, the methods implemented for achieving credits
should result in true progress towards achieving a balance between economy,
ecology, efficiency, and functionality, in a socially responsible manner.

According to Yanarella et al. (2009), LEED and other green rating systems are
considered `transitional sustainability``, although still moving in the direction to
achieving real sustainability. Rating systems are given this position on the scale
for two reasons, the first is the risk associated with attempting to place the idea of
sustainability onto a single building, without taking a holistic approach. The
second reason is the fact that changes in governance can derail any advances in
this area of sustainability (Yanarella et al., 2009).

2.6

Relevance to this Research Project

For the purposes of this project, the researcher believes that if buildings are
achieving social, cultural, environmental, and economic components of
sustainability, and are considering both present and future uses they are, by
definition, sustainable buildings. To avoid confusion, and because the term
“green” often implies sustainable buildings in literature, it will be replaced with the
term “sustainable” and be used for the purposes of this project. It is the
researchers belief that the DND needs to move away from thinking about building
as simply “green” and progress towards a more holistic approach.
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Establishing a good understanding of the origins, history and need of sustainable
development is paramount in the development of a policy and/or a green building
rating system. Defining concepts and terminology will ensure that the objective
of achieving green buildings and sustainable development are reached and
ambiguity is eliminated.
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Chapter 3
Green Buildings within the DND
3.0

Overview

Environmental sustainability in regards to infrastructure and the built environment
is a significant consideration for the DND. With properties located all across
Canada, it is important for the DND to have an understanding of the methods of
incorporating

concepts

of

environmental

sustainability

into

construction, and operation of new and existing buildings.

the

design,

The DND’s

environmental vision states:
``.. where civilian and military members at every level incorporate
environmental

and

sustainable

development

considerations

into

responsible decision-making consistent with operational feasibility and
cost effectiveness thereby sustaining the assets with which we are
entrusted for our benefit and for the benefit of generations to come``.(DND
SDS, 2006:2).
This is a response to the ongoing awareness of environmental significance and
subsequent deterioration of the past decades. The key to sustainability is to
constantly incorporate the environmental, social, and economic considerations
into the decision-making process. To further this objective, one of the DND`s
strategic commitments is to ``promote environmentally responsible design,
commissioning, operation and maintenance, de-commissioning and demolition of
infrastructure``, which is not only in line with internal environmental objectives,
but also with the Federal Sustainable Development Agenda. In 2002, in
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conjunction with BREEAM, the DND developed “Green Leaf “ to be used as a
guide and an assessment protocol for design projects, to assist the DND with
building in a more sustainable manner. It consisted of six phases: Project
Delivery, Identification, Development, Definition, Implementation, and In-Service.
Each of the first four phases, are further subdivided into eight stages, each
addressing a stage of project delivery (Green Leaf, 2002). This was the first
attempt at a tailored building rating system for the CF. The use of this manual
was not mandated, and in 2002, the online version of Green Leaf became Green
Globes. Since then, the DND has pushed for the incorporation of green building
strategies in building projects, and has been considered a leader among federal
bodies. Since the raised awareness of the benefits of building green, there have
been several infrastructure projects which have already achieved a certain level
of certification:

a. 1st Training Quarters Accommodations at CFB Gagetown (Received
LEED Silver rating);
b. Land Force Western Area Headquarters at CFB Edmonton (Currently in
concept design phase);
c. Chiefs’ & Petty Officers’ and Officers’ Facility at CFB Halifax (Received
LEED Certified rating); and,
d. CF Air Force Warfare Centre in Trenton (submitted for LEED Gold
accreditation and is currently in its third and last review by the CaGBC).
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It is interesting to note that the following strategies and mandates often refer to
“green building” under the umbrella of sustainable development. For the purpose
of this particular chapter, the terminology used to refer to infrastructure will be
taken directly from the appropriate regulation. However, Chapter 6 of this
research document will provide further comment on the use of “green” and
sustainable” with reference to infrastructure, within the DND. Figure 3.1, briefly
summarizes the regulations and internal mandates DND must adhere too with
regards to their infrastructure.

Theme IV: Shrinking the
Environmental footprint

FSDS
4003-0: Code of Environmental
Stewardship
4003-2: Environmental
Assessment

DND SDS
DCAE Green
Building

Green Building
S.C. 2.1 & S.C. 3.5

Directive

3015-0: Green Procurement

DAODS

3015-1: Management of
Green Procurement

Rating Systems:
LEED and Green Globes

Figure 3.1: Summary of the regulations and internal mandates DND must adhere
to with regards to infrastructure.
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3.1

Federal Sustainable Development Strategy (FSDS)

The Federal Sustainable Development Act (FSDA) states that, “The Government
of Canada accepts the basic principle that sustainable development is based on
the efficient use of natural, social and economic resources.” In order to comply
with the FSDA, passed by Parliament in 2008, the Federal Sustainable
Development Strategy (FSDS) was created to address the way the Government
of Canada incorporates and considers environmental sustainability throughout all
of its activities, plans, and actions. The FSDS came into force on October 8,
2010, and will be revaluated and updated every three years. This is the first
document of its kind, and is an indication that sustainability is becoming more
and more of a priority for the Canadian Government. It is also a response to
many criticisms of Canada’s perceived ambivalence to environmental issues.
Canada will contribute to sustainable development, through the FSDS, via three
key principles:

a. It will improve transparency in all of its targets, goals, actions, and plans.
This will also ensure accountability;
b. It will require Strategic Environmental Assessments to be conducted on all
government decision ensuring that environmental goals are taken into
account when social and economic goals are being pursued; and
c. It will promoted continued innovation for application and uses of the three
pillars of sustainability. For example, the Northern Strategy is Canada’s
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new vision for northern development, incorporating all aspects of
sustainable development.

The FSDS establishes a framework for sustainable development planning and
reporting, with a focus on:
a. Integration between all government bodies, of their actions and results in
order to achieve environmental sustainability;
b. Establishing a link between the Government’s economic goals and
planning system, and the planning for sustainable development actions
and reporting; and,
c. Effectively tracking and reporting on progress, to create a system of
transparency for all Canadians (Environment Canada, 2010).

The FSDS brings together goals, targets and implementation strategies. The
FSDS itself does not establish new goals and targets, (with the exception of
those for greening government operations (OGGO)), rather it requires
transparency for all outcomes of government to ensure compatibility with federal
sustainability initiatives. Within the FSDS there are four (4) primary themes that
were considered high priority by the Canadian public:
a. Addressing climate change and clean air;
b. Maintaining water quality and availability;
c. Protecting nature; and,
d. Shrinking the environmental footprint – Beginning with government.
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o The Office of Greening Government Operations has developed a
series of guidelines to help departments and agencies implement
and report progress on the Greening Government Operations
Targets.

All goals, targets, and implementation strategies are organized under these
themes. It is the principal guiding document behind the application of
sustainability and sustainable principles for all federal bodies. The Federal
Sustainable Development Act lists 28 departments that are subject to the Act and
are therefore required to prepare their own departmental strategies to comply
with and contribute to the FSDS. Only a subset of departments have mandates
that include programming specifically related to the goals listed in the FSDS
under the priorities of Theme I, II and III. However, all departments are required
to contribute to achieving the goals and targets under Theme IV: Shrinking the
Environmental Footprint – Beginning with Government.

3.1.1 FSDS and Green Buildings
With regards to green buildings, they are specifically addressed in the FSDS
under Theme IV. As previously mentioned, Theme IV makes it mandatory for all
departments to contribute to achieving the goals and targets laid out in the
FSDS.

Due to the fact that these goals and targets require reporting and

planning, the Treasury Board Secretariat (TBS) plays a major role in the
management of these targets. The TBS is responsible for the Government of
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Canada’s Expenditure Management System (EMS) and thus oversees using the
EMS to support the FSDS through the Reports on Plans and Priorities
(Departmental Sustainable Development Strategies) and the Departmental
Performance Reports (progress reporting). Many of these are indicated in the
Greening Government Operations requirements laid out in the FSDS.

Public Works and Government Services Canada (PWGSC), under Environment
Canada’s guidance, also leads on Theme IV of the FSDS, with “Shrinking the
Environmental Footprint – Beginning with Government.” As the department
responsible for providing oversight of the greening of federal government
operations, PWGSC has been working with the federal community to establish
targets, implementation strategies, and performance measures to reduce the
Government of Canada’s environmental footprint. Importantly, however, each
department is responsible for minimizing its own environmental footprint
(Environment Canada, 2010).

Under target 8.1 of Theme IV, the DND is required to meets LEED Silver, or
Green Globes (3 globes)- or the equivalent, for all new construction and build-tolease projects, and major renovation projects (Federal Sustainable Development
Strategy, 2010).
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3.2

Department of National Defence Sustainable Development Strategy

To comply with the requirements of the Auditors General Act in 1995, the DND
tabled their first Sustainable Development Strategy in 1999. Since then, there
have been four iterations, the most recent being in 2006. The DND Sustainable
Development Strategy (SDS) outlines DND`s commitment to sustainability within
all branches and sectors, and throughout all levels of their organization.
DND

SDS

addresses

issues

from

emissions

control,

to

The

procurement

requirements, and green buildings. The 2006, 4 th iteration of the DND SDS calls
for the integration of green building techniques and technologies into the total
building design process by ensuring a percentage of all new building projects
incorporate green building concepts.

The incorporation of green building

concepts is quantified by use of the Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED) rating system and Green Globes. Both of these rating systems
provide criteria for rating new designs and major renovations of commercial
buildings. Based on the SDS, projects over 10 million require a LEED Silver
certification, and any construction under 10 millions requires Golden Globes (3
globes).

The DND SDS also addresses a variety of other green building

components, such as reduction of vehicle emissions, and green procurement.
However, there is an underlying assumption that these components will be
adequately included in green building design, based on the application of the
popular, market based rating systems.
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In 1990, the Government of Canada’s key policy document Cabinet Directive on
the Environmental Assessment of Policy, Plan and Program Proposals, was
created and required the integration of environmental considerations into federal
level government decision making through the application of a Strategic
Environmental Assessment (SEA). In response to this document (also one of the
key guiding principles of the FSDS), the DND has been working towards the
integration of SEA into internal processes to conform with the requirements of the
2004 Cabinet Directive on the Environmental Assessment of Policy, Plan and
Program Proposals. They will amend their directives in 2011/2012 to include this
(FSDS, 2010).

3.3

Internal Mandates

The DND and the CF have corporate administrative directives that must be
adhered to by all DND personnel. There are Defence Administrative Orders and
Directives (DAODs) as well as other directives issued by National Defence
Headquarters. DAOD’s are issued under the Assistant Deputy Minister Finance
and Corporate Services (ADM (Fin CS)). DAODs supplement higher-level legal
authorities such as the National Defence Act, other Acts of the Parliament of
Canada. DAODs apply as directives to DND employees and as orders to CF
members. The purpose of a policy DAOD is to:

a. explain the over-arching DND and CF position on a specific topic;
b. establish the bounds within which an organization will operate;
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c. clearly articulate the goals which should be attained; and
d. provide guidance for related management decisions and actions. (ADM
(Fin CS), 2006).

3.3.1 DAOD 4003-0: Environmental Protection and Stewardship
DAODs address many components of military activities, including environmental
issues. There are approximately 253 DAOD’s ranging from military activities, to
personnel labour issues (ADM (Fin CS), 2006). Many of them deal directly with
aspects of sustainable buildings. Whichever green building rating system is used
for sustainable infrastructure, it is necessary to ensure that its requirements
comply with the DAODs. DAOD 4003-0 is the policy that defines the parameters
within which the DND and the CF discharge their environmental and
sustainability

commitments.

In

addition

to

incorporating

the

Code

of

Environmental Stewardship as an integral element, DOAD 4003-0 establishes
that the Assistant Deputy Minister (Infrastructure and Environment), (ADM (IE)) is
responsible for providing guidance, advice and oversight for environmental
protection and stewardship, including national-level environmental issues,
objectives and targets. In turn, senior level (ADM and military equivalent)
organizations are responsible for establishing their own environmental protection
and stewardship programs, associated procedures and instructions, and for
advising the chain of command of environmental issues occurring on properties
for which they are responsible (ADM (Fin CS), 2006).
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Any green building

strategy to be used by the DND must comply with all of the relevant DAODs,
these include:
a.

3015-0, Green Procurement;

b.

3015-1, Management of Green Procurement;

c.

4003-0, Environmental Protection and Stewardship;

d.

4003-1, Hazardous Materials Management;

e.

4003-2, Environmental Assessment;

f.

3014-0, Fuels and Lubricants; and,

g.

3014-1, Management of Fuels and Lubricants (ADM (Fin CS), 2006).

3.3.2 DCAE Green Buildings
ADM (IE) Director Corporate Architecture and Engineering (DCAE) provides IE
functional leadership and services to enable effective, efficient and sustainable
management of DND infrastructure and environment. On March 22, 2012
Director General Military Engineering (DGME) with DCAE released an official
Green Building directive.

The directive states that new buildings having a

contract value over $10 million must register and achieve LEED silver level
equivalent, and if under they can choose to apply for 3 Green Globes. Currently,
achieving an official certification is only encouraged and not required. As well
buildings must aim for the lowest energy consumption and lowest life cycle cost.
The directive also requires metering and reporting, but for existing buildings only.
Green building strategies used by the DND must also be in accordance with
these requirements.
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3.4

Uniqueness of the DND

The following is a list of aspects related to the CF/DND that make it unique from
other commercial, office, or industrial facilities. This uniqueness poses a
challenge for the application of green building rating systems.
a. Infrastructure spans large geographic areas across Canada, including
diverse climates and topography;
b. High turnover rates among personnel working on the bases (posting occur
approximately every 2-3 years);
c. A wide spectrum of specialized buildings, i.e., simulation centres, defence
labs, indoor firing ranges, hangars, washbays etc.;
d. Variety of buildings all on the same base; must be addressed with a
uniform rating system;
e. Usage of public funds, requires transparency in spending;
f. Adjacent areas around buildings may be used for training purposes;
g. DND owns a lot of older infrastructure that needs to be replaced efficiently;
h. Building longevity insinuates that the building usage will change over the
course of its lifetime;
i.

Remote/isolated satellite facilities; and

j.

Structure

of

DND

complicated;

infrastructure development.
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many

departments

involved

in

3.5

Relevance to Research Project

As the major focus of this thesis is to determine the infrastructure needs of the
DND, it is important to understand the driving forces and current status of green
buildings from within. This information will assist with making recommendations
and understanding the limitations and requirements of this unique federal
department.
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Chapter 4
Building Rating Systems
4.0

General

Building Rating Systems were created to assess the negative consequences
infrastructure has on society by evaluating the infrastructure performance in a
number of areas, e.g., energy consumption, waste production, indoor air quality
etc, in order to improve efficiency. They are used as a tool to track performance
and provide building owners and developers with a guide to assist in building
more sustainably. Based on information from the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC), if the approach to constructing and operating buildings
remains as the status quo, there will be major economic and environmental
repercussions (Reed et al. 2009). Building Rating Systems provide a way for
continually updating practices and procedures to ensure continual improvement
and innovation (Reed et al., 2009).

4.1

Genealogy of Sustainable Buildings in Canada

Since 1993, more than 1,800 buildings in North America have been assessed
using a rating system or design guide (Marshall, 2008). The very first building
assessment program in North America was introduced at the International
Building Performance Simulation Association (IBPSA) in 1989 in Vancouver, BC.
It was then, that the Building Environmental Performance Assessment Criteria
(BEPAC) was first introduced to Canadians.
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At that time, 18 buildings were

assessed under the BEPAC (Marshall, 2008).

Since that time, many design

guides and rating systems have been created and used in order to assess
buildings (mainly office) across North America (refer to Chapter 2 for further
detail on the history of these systems). Since these early systems, newer
systems have emerged. These “Second-Generation” rating systems incorporate
more of the social aspects of sustainability, and build on the inadequacies of the
first-generation systems.

4.2

Second-Generation Sustainable Building Rating Systems

Second-generation building systems attempt to evolve green building systems
from strictly an environmental approach, assessing individual aspects of
buildings, to one involving a more holistic assessment, utilizing all aspects of
sustainability. These systems also emphasize the use of Lifecycle Assessment
methodologies and incorporating standardization and globalization.

4.3

Green Building Rating Systems

The following systems were found to be relevant, for the purposes of this project,
and will be expanded upon with respect to their approach, strengths and
limitations:

a. DNGB (Germany Sustainable Building Council);
b. LEED;
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c. Green Globes;
d. Swedish Building Rating Tool;
e. Green Star; and,
f. BREEAM.

There are many other rating systems being used around the world, including:
HQE (France), CASBEE (Japan), GB Tool (South Africa) etc. The following six
(6) rating systems were chosen for this research project because they are either
already being used in North America, are being applied to countries with similar
climates/geography, are among the second-generation rating systems, or there is
literature indicating their use on a military structure. Table 4.1 below summarizes
the reasons for including each rating system for the purposes of this research
project.
Table 4.1: Justification for examining the selected National and International
Rating Systems, for the purposes of this Research.

Popular

LEED

Green

Green

BREEAM Sweden

DGNB

(2002)

Globes

Star

(1990)

(2009)

(2002)

(2006)

X

X

X

2nd

X
X

Generation
Tool
Military

(2008)

X

X

X
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X

Geography/

LEED

Green

Green

BREEAM Sweden

DGNB

(2002)

Globes

Star

(1990)

(2009)

(2002)

(2006)

X

X

X

X

(2008)

X

Climate
Available

X

X

X

X

4.3.1 DGNB – German Sustainable Building Certificate
The German Sustainable Building Certificate proposes that building sustainably
means to build intelligently. “The focus is on comprehensive quality concept that
serves the building and real estate sectors, as well as society in general.
Sustainable properties are beneficial to the environment, conserve resources,
comfortable and healthy for their users, and fit optimally into their socio-cultural
surroundings” (DGNB, 2009).

For the purposes of this report, the Basics for New Construction of Office and
Administrative Buildings scheme will be evaluated. This German sustainable
rating system was developed through a partnership by the German Sustainable
Building Council (DGNB) and the Federal Ministry of Transport, Building, and
Urban Affairs (BMVBS), and released in 2008. It was created out of a response
to the changing climate of the German real estate market, and to keep German
real-estate competitive and attractive to potential investors (DGNB, 2009). It is a
voluntary based system covering six (6) categories of evaluation: ecology,
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economy, social-cultural and functional topics, techniques, processes, and
location. Based on the number of points awarded in each category, the buildings
are then awarded with a rating of bronze, silver, or gold. Buildings are awarded a
pre-certificate rating based on their projected construction and design of the
building. DGNB auditors are assigned to each project, and review all
documentation submitted for pre-certification. This can then be used for
marketing of the building. Once the building has been completed, the DGNB
auditor reassesses the building to ensure that the design and function of the
building matches the initial submission.

A certificate level is then officially

awarded. There are 51 possible points; each point is given a weight between 0-3
depending on the relevancy to the type of project (DGNB, 2009).
certificates are awarded based on percentage of compliance:
a. Bronze – 50-64.9% compliance;
b. Silver – 65-79.9% compliance; and,
c. Gold – above 80% compliance.
The following are point categories of the DGNB:

Table 4.2: DGNB Point Categories and Weightings
Categories

Weighting (%)

Ecological Quality

22.5

Economical Quality

22.5

Social-Cultural

and

Functional

22.5

Quality
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Building

Categories

Weighting (%)

Technical Quality

22.5

Process Quality

10
Total:

Quality of Location

100%
Not

included

in

overall

weighting

4.3.1.1

Weightings

Individual criteria are weighted differently for each building type in order to
ensure that important aspects are being given the appropriate amount of
attention. Five (5) out of the six (6) criteria are considered in the final grading of
the buildings. The sixth category, Location, is evaluated separately so that each
building can be evaluated independently of its location. This is useful when
evaluating building performance against each other, it creates an even playing
field.

Groups are also weighted differently. Ecological quality, economical

quality, social-cultural and functional quality, and technological quality are all
weighted equally at 22.5%. Quality of the process category is weighted at only
10%.

Included in the system is a supplementary commenting procedure, to

ensure that there is continued feedback and development of the system (DGNB,
2009).
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4.3.1.2

Limitations

The two common re-occurring issues among rating system are the lack of a
requirement for recertification, and added costs of a certified auditor. The DGNB
has fallen victim to these prominent criticisms. As well, it is obvious that the
driving factor is real-estate, not environmental or social concern, which may
affect the application of the system.

Much like the first-generation rating

systems, buildings can fail in one category and still achieve a high standard
overall, which may encourage building owners to only achieve the easiest point,
instead of those that will have the most positive impact.

4.3.2 Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)
The LEED rating system provides a credible method of recognizing and
advertising green building accomplishments, and reaping the many benefits
associated with achieving and being recognized for environmentally sustainable
practices (CaGBC, 2009). The first LEED rating system adapted for Canadawide use was the LEED® Canada for New Construction and Major Renovations
version 1.0, launched in December 2004. This system was adapted from the
USGBCs LEED for New Construction and Major Renovations version 2.1 (2002).
In 2009, the USGBC re-launched its suite of rating systems and the CaGBC
followed suit by re-launching LEED Canada NC 2009.

The LEED rating systems are designed for rating new and existing commercial,
institutional, and residential buildings. Each rating system is organized into five
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(5) environmental categories: Sustainable Sites, Water Efficiency, Energy and
Atmosphere, Materials and Resources, and Indoor Environmental Quality. An
additional category, Innovation in Design (or Operations), addresses sustainable
building expertise as well as measures not covered under the five (5)
environmental categories. Regional bonus points are another feature of LEED
and acknowledge the importance of local conditions in determining best
environmental design and construction practices (CaBGC, 2009). Certification
awarded is based on the number of points achieved:
a. Certified 40–49 points;
b. Silver 50–59 points;
c. Gold 60–79 points; and,
d. Platinum 80 points and above.

4.3.2.1

Weightings

In LEED 2009, the allocation of points between credits is based on the potential
environmental impacts and human benefits of each credit with respect to a set of
impact categories. The impacts are defined as the environmental or human effect
of the design, construction, operation, and maintenance of the building, such as
greenhouse gas emissions, fossil fuel use, toxins and carcinogens, air and water
pollutants, indoor environmental conditions. A combination of approaches,
including energy modeling, life-cycle assessment, and transportation analysis, is
used to quantify each type of impact. The resulting allocation of points among
credits is called credit weighting (CaGBC, 2010).
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Table 4.3: LEED Categories and Weightings
Categories

Weightings (points)

Sustainable Sites

26

Water Efficiency

10

Energy and Atmosphere

35

Resource and Materials Selection

14

Indoor and Environmental Quality

15

Total:

100

Innovation and Design

6

Regional Priority

4

Based on the conclusions of case studies by Mattheissen and Morris (2004) and
Ries et al., (2006), it is insinuated that LEED buildings have the potential to
achieve economic benefits and energy reductions, as outlined as two of the
major indicators of sustainable buildings.

4.3.2.2

Limitations

LEED is among the most popular rating systems used to gauge the level of
sustainability or “greenness” in a building. LEED was primarily designed to be
applied to commercial office buildings. The credit and prerequisite requirements
are defined with some degree of rigidity, such that achievement of a credit or
prerequisite will result in the desired positive effect. Essentially, while a designer
may chose any technique or technology to achieve a particular LEED
prerequisite or credit, they must ensure that they meet the specific requirements
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outlined for the prerequisite or credit. For some prerequisites and credits, these
requirements may have limited flexibility (Basso & Vlachopoulos, 2012).

This rigidity poses several challenges when discussing green building on the
national scale. Firstly, a specific technique or technology may have significantly
differing contributions to meeting a LEED credit depending on the location of
implementation.

For example, any techniques relying on solar contributions

(photovoltaics, passive design, water heating, etc.) will have significantly different
impact on achieving credit requirements in the North than in the South due to
differences in the sun path and solar altitude.

Secondly, the ability to meet

specific prerequisite or credit requirements will vary significantly from site to site.
As a result, it may be considerably more challenging to achieve a particular rating
at one site than at another. In extreme situations it simply is not possible to meet
the requirements of a prerequisite or credit, given the site conditions and
activities. Finally, it is important to note that due to varying regional conditions
there may be a discrepancy in the true environmental impacts of achieving a
particular LEED credit. For example, a LEED credit for bike racks would not be
achievable in northern regions as the climate does not allow for this type of
transportation for personnel. As well, a reduction in building energy use may be
much more difficult to achieve in Aircraft Hangars, due to the nature of the
activities within the building (Basso & Vlachopoulos, 2012).
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4.3.3 Green Globes
Green Globes is an on-line auditing tool to help integrate environmental
performance in infrastructure projects and to evaluate new building design
against best practices and standards.

It was created in 2000 as an online

assessment and rating tool for existing buildings. The program went through a
second iteration in 2002. Building Owners and Managers Association of Canada
(BOMA) now operates Green Globes for existing buildings under the name
“BOMA Best”. The Green Building Initiative (GBI) owns the license to promote
and further develop Green Globes in the United States. This system is a credit
based program with a total of 1,000 possible points.

Various levels of

achievement are identified; one Globe (35-54%), two Globes (55-69%), three
Globes (70-84%), and four Globes (85-100%). The categories are as follows:
a. Site;
b. Project Management;
c. Energy;
d. Water;
e. Resources;
f. Emissions, Effluents, other; and,
g. Indoor Environment.

Green Globes emphasizes energy, with a possible 380 points available for
attainment and uses third-party assessments to verify level of achievement. The
benefits of this program is that unlike LEED it does not hold projects accountable
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for strategies that are not applicable, so the actual number of points available
varies by project (Smith et al., 2006).

It uses a streamlined online approach and can be applied to new and existing
buildings. Third-party assessment is used to verify the various levels of
achievement (Bowyer, 2007).

There are no prerequisite points in the Green

Globes System. No minimum level of performance in any category is required.
Points are awarded for outcomes as well as for the strategies for achieving those
outcomes. The intent of this practice is to motivate and encourage users to
pursue strategies they would have otherwise neglected. In an effort to minimize
the rigidity of a points based system, Green Globes allows for partial points for
implementing certain technologies. This will help to eliminate points chasing.
The danger here is that if too many partial points are sough after and awarded, it
may result in the building not really achieving any real savings, in any one
category.

LCA is specifically addressed in Green Globes. Credit is given

explicitly for the use of materials that have had LCA’s, although there is no
requirement for which system the materials must be rated with.

4.3.3.1

Limitations

One of the major criticisms of this system is questioning whether or not best
practices are adequate to drive future change. As well, the yes/no questionnaire
leaves significant room for interpretation, and often asks if strategies have been
“considered” as opposed to “implemented”.
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Functional requirements of

materials, in terms of a Life Cycle Assessment are not properly addressed.
Although recyclable materials are encouraged, if that product is less durable than
a virgin material and must be replaced more frequently, the purpose of this credit
is defeated (Carmody & Trusty, 2005).

4.3.4 Swedish Building Rating Tool
In 2003, many stakeholders in Sweden, set a target to create a sustainable
building rating tool that would be used to rate all new buildings and 30% of
existing buildings. The tool was designed to be voluntary, and to address some
of the criticisms of already exiting tools such as LEED, and BREEAM. In 2008
the tool was developed, covering three assessment areas: Energy, Indoor
environment and Material & Chemicals. A fourth area, Specific Environmental
Requirements, is only applicable for buildings with their own water supply and
sewage systems. The building can then be certified as Gold, Silver, Bronze and
Rated. Each Category has been assigned Environmental Aspects. Each of these
aspects is measured with one or more indicators, and the indicator would be
given a rating accordingly (Malmqvist et al., 2010).

4.3.4.1

Weightings

A unique feature of this tool is that in order to achieve a rating overall, each
category much achieve that rating individually. This prevents users from
neglecting one category of the program, while excelling in another. It emphasizes
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the fact that all categories are equally as important to the sustainability of the
infrastructure.

The tool builds on previous experiences regarding environmental building rating
tools and therefore includes some special characteristics which aim to tackle
some of the criticism directed towards the first-generation of such tools.
4.3.4.2

Limitations

This tool is in its infancy stage and there is not a lot of publically available
information regarding specifics of the tool.

4.3.5 Green Star
Green Star is a voluntary environmental rating system for buildings in Australia. It
was launched in 2003 by the Green Building Council of Australia.

Nine

categories are assessed with the Green Star tools: management, indoor
environment quality, energy, transport, water, materials, land use & ecology,
emissions, innovation (Green Building Council of Australia, 2011). The resulting
score is translated into "Green Stars" as follows:
a.

score 45-59: 4 Star Green Star, signifies 'Best Practice' in environmentally
sustainable design and/or construction;

b.

score 60-74: 5 Star Green Star, signifies 'Australian Excellence'; and,

c.

score >75: 6 Star Green Star, signifies 'World Leadership'.
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There are 11 Rating Tools which the applicant can choose from:
a. Green Star Multi Unit Residential;
b. Green Star Health Care;
c. Green Star Retail Centre;
d. Green Star Education;
e. Green Star Office Design;
f. Green Star Office as Built.
g. Green Star Office Interior;
h. Green Star Industrial;
i.

Green Star Mixed use;

j.

Green Star Office Existing; and,

k. Green Star Convention Centre Design.

Once the applicant has selected a tool, they must meet the tools eligibility
requirements and then register with the GBCA.

Each project is assigned a

GBCA case manager, and two or three certified assessors, licensed by the
GBCA to review submissions. Each rating tool also applies weightings for each
of the categories as may be appropriate for that tool or a particular geographic
area (Green Building Council of Australia, 2011). Not all credits are available for
every project, which makes the scoring system flexible for each project. Due to
the water conservation issues currently being faced in Australia, water
conservation efforts are the highest portion of points.
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4.3.5.1

Limitations

There is a cost for certification of this system that can be seen as a deterrent for
some prospective users. As well, there are few points awarded for transportation,
and energy.

4.3.6 Building Research Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM)
BREEAM was created in 1990 for the UK’s building market and is administered
by the BRE Global Sustainability Board. BREEAM was first adopted by the
Canadian Standards Association in 1996. Many of the existing rating systems
were born out of the BREEAM program. To date, more than 115,000 buildings
are BREEAM certified with more than 1,300 located outside of the UK (Air
Quality Science, 2009). There are ten (10) categories in BREEAM, in which
credits are awarded:

Table 4.4: BREEAM Categories and Weightings
Categories

Weightings (%)

Energy

19

Management

12

Health and Well Being

15

Transport

8

Water

6

Materials

12.5
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Categories

Weightings (%)

Waste

7.5

Land Use & Ecology

10

Pollution

10
Total

Innovation

100
10

The total number of credits awarded in each category is multiplied by an
environmental weighting factor, which takes into account the relative importance
of that category (Air Quality Sciences, 2009). The number of ‘credits’ available for
an individual assessment issue will vary and generally the higher the number
there are for a given issue, the more important that issue is in terms of mitigating
its impact (BREEAM, 2011). The category scores are then added together to
produce a single overall score on a scale of Pass, Good, Very Good, Excellent
and Outstanding. A star rating from 1 to 5 is also provided.

There are four assessment tools that can be used at different stages of a
building’s lifecycle:
a. BREEAM Design and Procurement (D&P): to be used during the design
phase;
b. Post Construction Review (PCR): to be used once the construction is
complete and to verify the D&P assessment;
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c. Fit Out Assessment: to be used during major renovations of existing
buildings; and,
d. Management and Operation (M&O): used to evaluate the performance of
a building during its operation.

An independent assessor (licensed by BRE Global), collects information required
to demonstrate compliance, via the BREEAM extranet

After the assessor

completes the BREEAM Assessment report, it is submitted to the BREEAM office
for quality assurance check, a certificate is then issued (Air Quality Sciences,
2009).

4.3.6.1

Limitations

The criticisms of BREEAM are mainly rooted in the common inadequacies of
rating systems in general. Specifically to BREEAM, it can be said that because it
relies heavily on European standards, it is not as easily adaptable outside of that
continent. This makes comparisons between BREEAM and other international
rating systems difficult.

4.4

Disadvantages of Green Building Rating Systems

There are many benefits to building rating systems. Among other things, they
provide clear direction for environmentally friendly initiatives. Since the idea of
green buildings movement is relatively new, rating systems can be used as
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measures or indicators of sustainability, tracking progress throughout the building
industry. However, it is important to question whether or not rating systems are
the best options for the CF, as generic rating systems may not always
accomplish the environmental savings alleged. Each project has its own unique
set of parameters and issues, and therefore, it is not a best practice to rely on
one particular set of criteria for priority setting, i.e. selected rating systems have a
higher portion of points awarded for energy savings, than site selection, or some
prerequisites require recycling, while this may not be the most effective use of
time/money. Many points that are typically sought after are common construction
practices anyways (Smith, et al., 2006). Achieving a particular certification, can
often times result in a “points grab”, which does not encourage builders to buy
into the true meaning of the sustainable building philosophy. This creates a shift
in focus from environmental concern, to one of just a perception of greenness.
Factors other than environmental relevance often seem to have played an
important role in the final content of well-known international rating tools.
Accordingly, the tools that have been commercially successful to date mainly
focus on simplicity, practicality and cost-effectiveness (Malquivst, 2009). Perhaps
the idea of a generic points system is the issue, rather than the actual content of
any particular system.

4.5

Advantages of a Green Building Rating System

There are many advantages of using a green building rating system. These
include, but are not limited to:
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a. Raises awareness of environmental issues;
b. Provides a common set of criteria

and targets to help professionals

design, construct, and manage property in a more sustainable way;
c. Encourages progress as many standards and criteria often go beyond
building codes and regulations;
d. Allows for baseline information on building performance, from which to
build on;
e. Buildings data is being monitored;
f. Can provide a verifiable method and framework for building professionals
to use; and,
g. Establishes a uniform method for analyzing building performance within a
country.

4.6

Relevance to Project

This chapter provides clarity on the selected building rating systems that were
used for analysis in the results section of this research document (Chapter 6).
As there are many rating systems worldwide, this section elaborates on the
chosen systems that were deemed relevant for this particular line of research.
This chapter provided the background of each of the six (6) rating systems as
well as the structure and limitations of each. This chapter also highlighted the
advantages and disadvantages of rating systems in general.
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Chapter 5
Methods
5.0

Outline

The following chapter describes the various methods, and selected study design
used to address this study’s Research Problem Statement.

This research examined the policy concerning the construction, operation and
maintenance of sustainable buildings and sustainable building strategies within
the CF, and how to best achieve their building performance goals and targets
utilizing an adequate system that complements their unique infrastructure and
operational requirements. To this end, this thesis employed a variety of research
techniques that are outline in the following sections.

5. 1

Qualitative Research

Qualitative Research includes such methods as participant observation,
interviewing, photographic techniques (including videotaping), historical analysis
(historiography), document and textual analysis, ethnographic research and a
number of unobtrusive techniques (Berg, 2001). According to Bruce L. Berg
(2001), qualitative research refers to the “meanings, concepts, definitions,
characteristics, metaphors, symbols, and descriptions of things” (Berg, 2001:3).
It allows the researchers to access unquantifiable facts and share in the
understandings and perceptions of others (Berg, 2001).
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It often looks for

patterns of interrelationships between categories, and is more intensive rather
than extensive in its objectives (McCracken, 2000). As opposed to quantitative
research, its Positivism counter-part, Qualitative research offers explanations, not
the use of generalizations and distribution (McCracken, 2001).

For these

reasons, qualitative research is very effective for exploring new issues, concepts
and ideas. The following diagram illustrates a qualitative research design guide,
(Figure 5.1).

Idea

Literature
Review

Data
Collection
and
Organization

Design

Analysis
and
Findings

Dissemination

Figure 5.1 Qualitative research design guide as presented by Berg (2001)

For the research conducted as part of this thesis, the methodology in this regard
included the following concepts/activities associated with the qualitative research
design process:
a. Idea: Research idea was developed based on topic interest and perceived
lack of information on the subject matter based on a review of literature in
the area of green buildings and the DND.
b. Literature Review: This activity was conducted in order to provide
background into the concepts of sustainable development and to define
the terms “green” and “sustainable” to provide clarity for this project. It
also provided further insight into the status of current research on green
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buildings. This literature review was used to determine the gaps in
information and research.
c. Design: Once background information was collected and analyzed, the
study was designed based on guidelines provided by leading qualitative
researchers, and previous studies completed. The study was designed in
order to provide as much relevant information on the subject as relevant,
to appropriately address the research questions. The study design used
literature reviews and semi-structured interviews.
d. Data Collection and Organization: Data was collected as strategically
as possible, through semi-structured interviews (later transcribing
interviews), and document research. The data was then organized into
common themes and headings (see interview guide; Appendix B).
e. Analysis and Findings: Data was analyzed within each common theme
for relevancy to the original research questions.

Analysis was also

conducted on interview respondents and potential biases based on their
organization, education, or gender. The results of this information were
analyzed for significance to the project.
f. Dissemination: Results and recommendations were derived from
analysis. Applications of the results were evaluated and recommendations
for green building policy initiatives within the DND were determined (Berg,
2001).
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5.2

Mixed-Method Research

As part of this research project, there were several research methods employed
in order to collect the appropriate data. Mixed-Method Research (triangulation)
has proven to provide many benefits when attempting to obtain reliable
information. Triangulation can assist with eliminating biases, and it allows for a
degree of cross-checking (Kennedy, 2009). It is an approach used to refine,
broaden and strengthen conceptual linkages, and it allows researchers to
approach the subject with perspectives differing from their own perceptions
(Berg, 2001). A Literature Review (Chapter 2) was conducted in order to help
define relative concepts. It also assisted in the construction of the interview guide
(Appendix B) and established the set of categories and relationships that the
interview must investigate (McCracken, 2000). A document analysis was
performed to gain insight into existing sustainable building rating systems, and
policy documents were analyzed for ideas that would be most applicable and
useful to the CF. The last step in data collection was execution of long/semistructured interviews, which provided the opportunity for in depth insight into the
issues at hand (McCracken, 2000). As McCracken (2000) suggests, the long
interview must not be used in isolation, so in conjunction with the previous two
methods of research, the data collected was adequately robust and accurate.
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IDEA

What are the sustainable building needs of the Canadian Forces?

STUDY DESIGN

Literature Review + Document Analysis + Questionnaires

DATA COLLECTION

Literature Review: green and sustainable buildings
+
Document Analysis: existing building rating systems policies.
+
Questionnaires: semi-structured interviews

ANALYSIS AND FINDING

Established baseline definitions to better understand common themes through
literature review. Document Analysis and Questionnaires were used to find
common themes among interviewees, and in documents. Generated list of
factors relevant for DND ratings systems, Choose components of systems
deemed most effective for DND use.

DISSEMINATION

Provided recommendations for DND management and sustainable building
policy implementation within the CF.
Figure 5.2: Mixed-Method Research for CF Research Project
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5.3

Value of Mixed Method Research

Triangulation (a type of Mixed-Method Research) is an approach typically used
for military strategy, surveying, mapping, and navigational purposes. It literally
means fixing a position on the bases of knowledge of the location and distance
between two points (Cox & John, 2009). For those purposes, researchers
believed that using multiple methods of measurement, a more accurate and valid
truth would be obtained. The same school of thought can be applied to the use
of triangulation in social research. Triangulation in the realm of social sciences
implies the use of multiple methods of research to ascertain a more accurate
analysis of social phenomena (Cox & John, 2009). Triangulation was specifically
useful for this research as it provided the opportunity to gain information about
the

current

status

of

green

buildings

within

the

CF,

feedback

and

recommendations from personnel associated with the issues surrounding green
buildings, as well as comparisons to existing rating systems. This allowed the
research to say something important and useful about the status of Green
Buildings within the CF.

5.3.1 Literature Review
The Literature Review (Chapter 2) was conducted in order to provide a
background and baseline for this research project.

Definition of relevant

concepts were sought out to help provide a clear understanding of the research
objectives, and a baseline for the study design. As well, it ensured that there was
consistency throughout the report, by establishing definitions of pertinent
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concepts within the context of this research, i.e., green vs. sustainable buildings.
The literature review examined existing theoretical academic literature on the
topics of green buildings, and sustainable buildings, and the relationship between
those concepts and rating systems. Key word searches included: green
buildings, sustainable buildings, green buildings and military, green building
rating systems and military, sustainable buildings in the military, measuring green
buildings, evaluation of green buildings, advantages and disadvantages of green
building rating systems, criticisms of green building rating systems.

Search

engines and library catalogues were perused using the aforementioned key
words.

5.3.2 Document Analysis
The second part of the methodology consisted of an analysis and evaluation of
existing green building rating systems. These rating systems included: LEED,
Green Globes, DGNB, Green Star, BREEAM, and the Swedish Green Building
Rating Tool. As mentioned in Chapter 4: Green Building Rating Systems, the 6
systems used for evaluation were based on:
a. Their prominence within North America (requirement of DND);
b. Usage within countries of similar climate/geography;
c. Second-generation systems;
d. Utilization within Military System; and,
e. International Popularity.
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Each of these systems was analyzed based on criteria included in the evaluation
categories, types of indicators, weightings, and overall applicability to the CF.
Appendix A provides a cross-comparative analysis of the evaluation criteria
thought to be relevant based on the combined results of the literature review,
interviews, and observations, and to determine which rating system best
addressed those specific criteria or issues. The chosen criteria were based on
the applicability and relevance to the CF, as well as whether or not they in fact
had a substantial impact on the social, economic, or environmental aspects of
the buildings. Indicators were selected if they said something substantial. These
elements of the criteria are then suggested to be used in the Sustainable
Development Strategy for the CF. In addition to existing rating systems, other
relevant documents were examined for information they provided on the state of
green buildings in Canada, as well as the national policies relevant to the federal
government.

5.3.3 Long Interview/Semi-Structured Interview
This phase of the methodology consisted of interviews with relevant personnel
within the federal government, private companies, and those who have
experience or knowledge on the subject of green buildings. These individuals
can be considered subject matter experts in a particular discipline associated
with green buildings. The participants were interviewed to determine how the CF
can best achieve its sustainability targets with respect to the construction of
buildings.

The information that the participants provided was used to
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demonstrate that current green building rating systems used by the CF (i.e.
LEED and Green Globes) may not be the best option for the CF and that there
are factors/criteria that may be absent from current practices. As well, the design
of these rating systems may not be conducive to the locations, activities, and
practices of the CF.

Interviews were meant to determine what is lacking in

current systems that may be hindering the progress of implementing green
building strategies, and the actual ‘benefits’ of such infrastructure. Interviews
were semi-structured in order to ensure that certain questions were answered
and relevant topics were covered, to keep data among all interviewees
consistent, but still allow the flexibility for a collaborative communication process.
Interactive interviewing involved the sharing of personal and social experiences
and opinions, which provided candid and unguarded responses and discussions.
These discussions provided further insight into the respondent’s true feelings
about the state of green buildings, and their ideas on how to address existing and
anticipated issues. As well, it provided the opportunity for the researcher and the
respondent to develop a relationship that may have provided an environment
more conducive to revealing information and opinions.

Interview guides also

made the telephone interviewing process more focussed, productive and
effective. A sample of the Interview Guide is located in Appendix B. The next
section will address the rationale associated with the development of the
Interview Guide.
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5.3.3.1

Interview Guide Development

The main focus of the Interview Guide was to determine what, specifically,
should be included in a DND rating system, and if the current systems are
functioning as desired. It was developed with the objective of gathering specific
pieces of information from the interviewees. The essential questions were 4, 7,
and 9 (refer to Appendix B). These questions were included in order to help
answer the fundamental research question. Questions 1, and 2 were utilized at
the beginning of the interview guide so that the language used during the
interview was consistent in terms of meaning, which was necessary for coding
and themes. Questions 3 and 5 were used as extra questions. Essentially, they
are asking the same question, using different wording, in order to check the
reliability of the responses and to measure the possible influence that the
wording might have on the responses (Berg, 2001). The order of the questions
was also strategic.

By asking the interviewee questions pertaining to the DND

upfront, rather than general questions about green or sustainable buildings, it
required them to think about green buildings in relation to something specific,
rather than in a broad sense.

As the topic of this research project pertains

directly to the DND it was essential and useful that they provided opinions which
were relevant and applicable. Questions were also worded intentionally in an
attempt to eliminate the potential of leading a respondent to a desired answer.
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5.3.3.2

Interview Process

Between October 2011 and April 2012, 18 interviews were conducted. These
included 1 focus group, 4 in person interviews (including the focus group), 12
over the phone interviews, and 2 interview guides e-mailed electronically. Each
of the verbal interviews lasted between 25 -60 minutes. In addition to the data
collected, the participant’s professional background, setting, and the way in
which the questions were delivered were also taken into consideration
(McCracken, 2000). In order to minimize any bias, a copy of the questions were
provided to all of the participants days ahead of the interview, as well as a
consent form to sign, granting permission to utilize any information provided
during the interview, and for the interviews to be recorded (as per Queens Ethics
Review Board request). Handwritten notes were taken as well in order to ensure
the quality and accuracy of the transcriptions. Semi-structured interviews were
selected as the mode of information gathering from respondents, due to the
complexities and sensitive nature of the research topic. Simply handing out a
survey or questionnaire to be filled in and returned would not allow the
researcher to ask follow-up questions, or understand the tone of the interviewees
answer.

Having personal contact with the respondents allowed the researcher

to build a relationship with them, which facilitated openness and honesty in
responses.

Participants were chosen based on their positions held within relevant
government bodies (DND, NRCan etc), or private companies (LEED, GG etc.).
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As well, using the snowball techniques described by Berg (2001), several of the
participants were selected for interviews based on recommendations from coworkers or industry associates (see Table 5.1 below for details on respondent’s
organizations). The 18 interviews proved to be effective for the purposes of this
report based on the in depth information provided. Due to limited resources,
repetition of answers, and time restraints, further interviews were not conducted.
The development of the interview guide and procedure were based upon the “4
Step Method of Inquiry” described by McCracken (McCracken 2001: 29).
Following this guide, ensured that:
a. personnel associations and cultural biases were identified;
b. interview procedures were conducted in a way as to obtain as much
accurate information from the participant as possible;
c. participants’ experience was positive; and
d. the data collected was synthesized and analyzed properly.

Table 5.1 lists the interviewees (i.e. subjects), along with their associated
organizations. For the purposes of this document, the subjects will only be
identified by a number, and corresponding organization affiliation.

Table 5.1: List of Long Interview Participants and Affiliated Organizations
Long Interview Participants

Organization

1
2
3
4

DND
DND
DND
DND
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Long Interview Participants

Organization

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

DND
DND
DND
DND
DND-civilian
DND - civilian
NRCan
NRCan
NRCan
Green Globes
LEED
Independent Consultant
Independent Consultant
DND

5.4

Method of Data Reduction and Analysis

The

grounded

theory

is

a

systematic

methodology

in

the social

sciences involving the generation of theory from data (Martin and Turner, 1986).
This type of qualitative methodology uses an inductive mode of research, which
was the same type of reasoning employed for the purposes of this project. An
inductive mode of research was used to allow for large amount of information to
be collected and reduced for analysis. Information gathered from the interviews
was analyzed using NVivo 10 Software program. This software is designed to
assist in analyzing qualitative data from interviews, literature reviews, and
document analysis. It facilitates the organization of data by making it simpler to
find patterns and similarities in information, and to cross reference. Interview
transcripts were uploaded in to the program, respondent were classified by
organization, department, education and gender. The interview transcripts were
then each coded for themes. The coding and the respondent classification were
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analyzed to determine patterns among responses. Data reduction and
organization occurred during and after the process of data compilation, as
suggested by Berg (2001).

Several themes were further reduced into specific

topics under one heading, e.g., education was broken into Training and
Employee Awareness.

The reanalysis and organization occurred once the

researcher understood what the respondents were trying to say, rather than the
actual language that they were using, i.e., some respondent described
“education” in a context of training maintenance staff on mechanical system or
technological equipment. The researcher not only coded for language and
vocabulary, but also the specific point that the respondent was trying to make.

In addition, an analytic hierarchy was used, as adapted from Spencer, Ritchie
and O’Connor (2003: 212). Figure 5.3 illustrates its structure and use for the
purposes of this project. This use of the hierarchy provided this researcher with
the ability to check assumptions, identify bias, and revisit the raw data to identify
new patterns or categories.
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Iterative Process throughout Analysis

Data Management
Raw Data Interviews
Transcribed,
Rating systems
evaluated
Labelling and
tagging data by
theme

Descriptive
Accounts

Explanatory
Accounts

Sorting Data by
theme or concept (in
cross-sectional
analysis)

Applications to wider
policy strategies, and
management.

Summarizing and
synthesizing data

Identifying initial
themes and concepts
Figure 5.3: Analytical Hierarchy describing Data Analysis and Reduction
Methods (adapted from: Spencer, Ritchie and O’Connor (2003).

With respect to the analytical hierarchy model identified in Figure 5.3, data
management involved the synthesis of data from the collection of raw data. Here,
the data was collected and synthesized for common themes and patterns. The
researcher’s direct involvement in the collection of this data as well as the
familiarization with the work greatly increases the ability to identify emerging
concepts and themes. The research questions posed at the beginning of the
study also help to refine the search and identify salient points, providing a focus
for the study. Synthesizing the data was completed through the use of categories
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and thematic charts. Respondents highlighting specific factors throughout the
interview were coded, and themed. These themes were not only chosen from
answers to specific questions but also from discussion before and after the
structured Interviews. Data was reduced further from simply identifying particular
themes, to synthesizing groups within each theme. For example, under the
umbrella of Cost, respondents often discussed two separate components; Lifecycle costing of the actual building during its life-cycle, and long-term budgeting
within DND in order to allocate the appropriate amount of funding for initial
construction.

Descriptive Accounts involved further sorting of data and applying techniques to
further reduce the information into more refined categories. At this stage
differences in perceptions, views, experiences or behaviours within each
category were noted that may have been themed separately. At this level,
understanding the background of the subject or point of view of the author may
reveal that on the surface definitions assigned to one subject/idea may reveal it
has a completely different meaning when viewed within its context. Therefore,
selected themes may be merged based on intended meaning not actual wording.
Occasionally different vocabulary was used by different respondents, although
the core meaning was the same, i.e. some respondents used “building flexibility”,
while others referred to it as “building adaptability”. In both instances, they were
coded under “buildings adaptability”. Although this may be open to interpretation,
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the researcher believed that based on discussions with the respondent and
follow up questions, the point of the responses was accurately captured.

Explanatory Accounts includes the application of study findings to the broader
scope of policy development or the integration of policy strategies.

5.5

Relevance to Research

The specific scientific methods employed as part of this research project were
highlighted in this chapter and are well substantiated by literature. The methods
were chosen based on their applicability to the study as well as the effectiveness
of data collection and analysis that would be most useful for this research project.
The study design of this research project was instrumental in analyzing and
interpreting the data with a view to determining sound and justifiable findings and
results.
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Chapter 6
Results and Discussion
6.0

Overview

This section contains the numerous results from the data that were collected and
analyzed as part of this research undertaking (refer to Chapter 5: Methods).
The analysis of the data collected by the triangulation approach (Kennedy, 2009)
is divided into two sections, each addressing one of the research questions
identified in Chapter 1. These results identify all the major themes reflected by
the interviews and supporting literature, regarding the essential components of a
DND-specific building rating system, as well as challenges of implementing
green/sustainable policies into the CF. These results were compiled based on
the researcher’s data collected, and research into the specific operations and
needs of the DND. In addition, the researcher has over 5 years of practical
experience working within DND and is well aware of related issues/factors. In
support of this overall objective, the results cited herein are the main results as
determined through the rigorous methodology that has been applied in this
research study.

Selected limitations encountered include the inaccessibility of system schemes.
The Swedish Building Rating Tool could not be directly assessed; however,
several studies describing and outlining the system were found to be more than
suitable and used in the comparison portion of this study. As well, many of the
systems have different schemes, which made a cross comparison difficult.
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Comparisons were based on Green Star Office v3, Green Globes for New
Construction, LEED New Construction 2009, BREEAM 2011 New Construction,
and the German Sustainable Building Certificate (DGNB).

6.1

Definition of Green Building versus Sustainable Building

The interview results revealed that there is a lack of consensus regarding the
definitions of “green” and “sustainable” buildings. Participants were asked to
define a “green” building, and how/if that compared to a “sustainable” building.
Based on participant responses, green building components included more of a
buildings operations approach, focusing on technology. Green buildings were
understood to have a lesser impact on the natural environment through energy
and water reductions, less harmful indoor materials, and incorporating other
common green design techniques. In comparison, sustainable buildings tended
to take a more holistic approach. Sustainable buildings included buildings with
incorporated economic and social components, as well as building longevity,
future uses and deconstruction considerations, as well as lessening the impacts
during the construction phase of the building, and buildings with verified and
confirmed data on their reduced environmental, social and economic impacts.
Exactly half of the respondents believed that the terms were interchangeable
(Group A), while the other half believed that ‘green buildings’ were a subset of
‘sustainable buildings’ (Group B).

Group A respondents, who used the terms

interchangeably, tended not to address cost, social components or future uses in
their definitions, whereas, the respondents in Group B, did include these
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components in their definitions of sustainable buildings, but not green buildings.
Therefore it can be said that the respondents who used the term interchangeably
did not express the feeling that green buildings were to include more than
technological or operational components of the building.

Table 6.1: Respondents Definitions of “Green Buildings” and “Sustainable
Buildings”, divided into groups.
Group A – Definitions are Interchangeable
Respondent
Organization
4
DND
9
DND
10
DND
11
NRCan
13
DND
15
LEED
16
Architect - Private
17
Independent Consultant
Group B – Definitions are Different
Respondent
Organization
1
DND
2
DND – Australia
3
DND
5
DND
6
DND
7
DND
8
DND
12
NRCan
14
Green Globes

Figure 6.1 below illustrates that the decision makers, namely those in Policy or
Infrastructure Management, all believe that the term “green” is a subset of
“sustainable” buildings.

This may cause confusion during the execution of this

policy by design teams. There needs to be consensus on these terms in order to
provide clarity on the objectives of DND infrastructure.
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Percentage of
Respondents

Respondents Definitions of "Green" vs
"Sustainable" Buildings
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Departments

Figure 6.1: Analysis of Respondents who defined “Green” as a subset of
“Sustainable”, broken down by Department.

It is relevant to note that if people from Group A are responsible for creating
policies to align themselves with Federal Initiatives and Strategies, then it can be
said that generally, they also believe that green and sustainable are
interchangeable.

They also would have tended to respond that green buildings

is more associated with energy, and therefore would gear policies and directive
more towards building operations and less about education and training and
social factors that may be also be important. Infrastructure Management
respondents, tended to fully understand the difference between sustainable and
green, however, they do not appear to be relating that well to infrastructure
design teams since a majority of them think that the two terms are
interchangeable. Progress towards true sustainability would require a shift in
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language.

Green buildings are a term of the past, evolving into sustainable

buildings, and the DND should follow suit. The following section will refer to
environmentally, socially, economically, and culturally sound buildings as
sustainable.

PART 1
The following sections within Part 1 address the first research question (as
identified in Chapter 1), and presents the results:
1. What are the unique requirements of the CF with regards to
green/sustainable buildings?
Part 2 will address the second research question as identified in Chapter 1.

This first question aims to determine the needs of the CF with regards to a
sustainable building strategy. Figure 6.2 indicates the proportion of respondents
who do not believe that the application of current building rating systems achieve
the intended savings, or properly fulfill sustainable building philosophies. Of
these respondents, an overwhelming majority are DND personnel. This indicates
that within DND, the way in which infrastructure is currently being managed is felt
to be unacceptable.
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Figure 6.2: Percentage of Respondents (by Organization) Stating that current
Rating Systems do not Achieve Sustainable Building Philosophies

Based on interviews, and supporting literature, the following section describes a
series of factors that are believed to be important for inclusion in a DND specific
sustainable building rating system. These factors were then compared against
current ratings systems, and evaluated by the way in which these rating systems
applied that factor. An existing rating system (and subsequent credit/criterion)
was selected that best applied each of the factors highlighted through the
research (interviews, literature, and researcher’s experience). The parameters of
the existing rating system credit/criterion selected were based on their
applicability to the military, ease of use/implementation, and perceived
environmental, social, and economic benefits of that credit. Figure 6.3 below,
further illustrates the process for selecting these factors.
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Defence
Standards
DAODS

Interviews

Figure 6.3: Strategy used for determining the factors to be included in the
proposed DND Sustainable Development Strategy.

These factors and chosen rating systems have been summarized in Table 6.2
below. Appendix A lists all the factors (shaded grey) as well as sub-factors that
are related to the primary factor (listed under the major heading) and
corresponding rating systems which were determined to best evaluate certain
aspects of the sustainable buildings for the CF. Within Table 6.2, ‘N/A” means it
was not addressed effectively by any system. The rationale and substantiation of
the selection of the rating system of choice is the focus of the subsequent
sections. For more detailed information on how each rating system evaluates the
following factors, please refer to Appendix A.
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Table 6.2: Evaluation Factors to be Included in the proposed DND Sustainable
Development Rating System.
Factor
Rating System of Choice
Administrative
Flexibility of Criteria
Green Globes
Performance vs. Prescriptive indicators
Green Globes
Third-Party Verification
All
Integrated Design Process
BREEAM
Lifecycle Analysis
DGNB
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Reduction in Energy Usage in Buildings
BREEAM
Vehicles: Reduction of GHG from Vehicle
LEED
Emissions
Encouragement of Virtual Meetings
N/A
Water Quality
Reduction in Water Usage
Green Star
Human Health Consideration of Water
Swedish Rating Tool
Wastewater Management
Green Star
Materials and Resources
Waste Reduction
DGNB
Recycling/Separation of Operational Wastes
BREEAM
Green Procurement
Green Globes
Recycling e-waste
N/A
Indoor Environmental Quality
Air Quality
LEED
Indoor Temperature Controls
BREEAM
Odourless and Low Emissions Products
Green Star and LEED
Acoustic comfort
BREEAM
Indoor Design
DGNB
Views
LEED
Lighting Controls
LEED
Site Selection
Regional Consideration
DGNB
Environmental Integrity of the Site
BREEAM
Location to Amenities
DGNB
Security
N/A
Social/Cultural Aspects
Cultural Sensitivity
DGNB
Social Impact on Adjacent Properties/
Green Globes and DGNB
Architecture
Operation/Maintenance/Education
Monitoring
N/A
Commissioning
BREEAM
Education
N/A
Employee Awareness
Green Globes
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Training
Flexibility of Building Use
Measurement and Verification
Building Durability
Economics
Life Cycle Cost Analysis
Innovation
Innovation

BREEAM
DGNB
DGNB
DGNB
BREEAM and DGNB
All

Based on the conclusions drawn from Table 6.2, it is evident that there is not one
rating system that provides DND with all the required factors/ criteria in order to
effectively address sustainability within their infrastructure.

Table 6.3 below,

further summarizes the total number of factors each system was determined to
best address the needs of the DND.

Table 6.3: The total number of factors each system most effectively addressed.
Rating Systems

Number of Factors

LEED

5

Green Globes

5

GreenStar

3

BREEAM

9

Swedish Building Rating Tool

1

DGNB

11

From Table 6.3, it is evident that perhaps LEED and Green Globes are not the
most effective rating systems for use within the DND.
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A table at the end of each section further summarizes the main justifications for
the inclusion of the factor as well as the choice of rating system that best
compliments this factor.

6.2

Overall System Structure

Sustainability programs provide tools and performance criteria for the
implementation and recognition of sustainable practices. These programs are
effective on two levels: a) they provide specific criteria for achieving various
credits, and thus, give clear direction for the implementation of sustainable
practices; and, b) they provide recognition for achievement, and therefore,
provide an incentive for the implementation of sustainable practices.

A rating system and corresponding checklist provides a more user-friendly
approach to building sustainably (respondents 14, 16 and 18), and would be
better suited for the DND. It can provide a guide to help designers navigate
through the project more easily (respondent 13). Providing a checklist also
creates an opportunity for all interested parties to communicate on which of the
criteria they are hoping to achieve and implement, it fosters conversations about
the project design and goals (respondent 11).

The factors described below should all be mandatory components of a DNDspecific system; criteria which the user must achieve (or consider) (respondent
9), however, this list is not meant to be exhaustive.
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The objective of most

existing rating systems is the achievement of a specific certification level, i.e.
Silver, Gold, Platinum (respondent 18). Oftentimes this leads to a ‘point’s
grabbing’, where the easiest (and sometimes least effective or even nonapplicable) credits are achieved strictly for the purpose of showcasing a
particular level (respondents 4, 9, 11, 16, and 18).

A study conducted by

Hoffman & Henn (2008), indicated that decision makers may be led to select
suboptimal choices that adhere to a standard over optimal choices that violate
the standard. To avoid this, it is recommended that the following are made
mandatory components of the systems, which would be punctuated and
extended with voluntary credits to push the project further towards achieving true
sustainability and efficiency.

The rating system would have to also be flexible in terms of applicability and
content (respondents 10, 16).

Components of the rating system should be

reviewed and modified if necessary on a regular basis.

These adjustments

would be a result of changing regulations, codes, and overall sustainability goals.

6.3

Administrative

The following factors address the recommended configuration of the system.
6.3.1 Flexibility of Criteria
Allowing for certain criteria to be exempted based on location, building type
and/or operations can prevent spending time and resources on criteria that are
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not useful.

It may also assist with eliminating a point’s grab (as previously

stated). Capping the amount of criteria exemptions would inhibit designers from
relying on it in order to meet all necessary requirements (respondent 1).
Respondents indicated that the rating system used by the DND should be
generic and easy enough to be applied to all of DND buildings, but account for all
the unique uses and different conditions. An air plane hangar, for example,
would have a different requirement than an educational facility, barracks or an
office building (respondent 17 and 18).

Green Globes allows for partial credits indicating that design teams will not be
penalized for their inability to achieve certain credits. This is in line with the
projects ultimate target of promoting sustainable building philosophy and effort,
not point’s grabbing (Appendix A).
Sources
Interviews
Literature

Details
Respondent 1, 17 and 18
N/A

6.3.2 Performance vs Prescriptive Based Indicators
The

difference

between

prescriptive-based

and

performance-based

requirements, while subtle, can dramatically affect the accessibility of a credit to
be met or assessed. Prescriptive requirements rely on the specification of
particular materials or configurations; while performance indicators require only
that a predetermined performance level be met (Fenner & Ryce, 2008).
Respondent 4, insists that indicators should not be prescriptive, which would
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permit

flexibility

and

innovation

in

meeting

the

criteria.

Performance

requirements, however, require the user to understand credit intents, which
sometimes can be challenging (respondents 4, 7, and 16). A combination of both
prescriptive and performance criteria can prove to be very helpful. For the
purposes of the CF, a list of required equipment, that has been certified to
function in a particular fashion, by a trusted organization (e.g. EnergyStar), can
assist the designers with determining which equipment to choose for each
building, which would save time and costs, in addition to helping them reach the
targeted savings. As well, due to the high personnel turnover rates within the CF,
a consistency in type of equipment would reduce the learning curve and training
period for new staff using or maintaining these systems (Thebault, 2012).
Performance requirements can set the stage for reduction measures, but
prescriptive measures can assist with obtaining those targets.

Green Globes employs both prescriptive and performance based criteria, and it
awards points for technologies used, indicating that this system values the use of
already certified technology to help achieve certain performance based
requirements (Appendix A).
Sources
Interviews
Literature

Details
Respondents 4, 7, and 16
Fenner & Ryce, 2008
Thebault, 2012
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6.3.3 Third-Party Assessment
Third-party assessment can be an effective way of ensuring that the design and
construction of the building is verified. Respondent 16 insists that this approach
can create transparency and accountability in military initiatives, which is also
one of the goals of the FSDS, 2012. It also provides validation and verification
for all stakeholders. However, respondent 18, also indicated that it is a cost for
DND to hire independent consultants, when they have extensive in house
capabilities. Many users of sustainable building rating systems prefer third-party
verification as these buildings are showcased to the public and they would like to
ensure that their accomplishments are not overshadowed by scepticisms and
perceived bias. However, the objective of the DND buildings is not to just
showcase, necessarily, but to actually achieve sustainable building goals, so the
extra costs are unwarranted. If the building design team feels that an outside
party is required, they have to have the freedom to solicit professional services.
Using a third-party verifier also insinuates that their opinions and services are, in
fact, reliable and accurate (respondent 10), which creates an issues of
responsibility, and accountability.

Providing all sustainable building services

within DND will ensure that everyone involved has the same goals and
objectives, and have been trained to deal with the unique needs of the CF.

All systems currently require an element of third-party verification (Appendix A).
Sources
Interviews
Literature

Details
Respondent 10, 16, 18
FSDS 2012- general
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6.3.4 Integrated Design Process
In order to positively influence the building performance, ambitions to contribute
to sustainability should be dealt with at the initial stage (respondent 4 and
Sebake, 2009). Integrated Design Process (IDP) is a critical modern approach to
infrastructure decisions and requires that sustainable building design comes
during the initial stages of a building, and from all stakeholders and personnel
with vested interests. Respondents discussed the importance of IDP, but insisted
that unless there is a requirement, process, certification or mandate to use IDP,
the process will not be implemented voluntarily (respondent 11, 16). The IDP
process should integrate construction professionals in the development and
operational

processes

to

ensure

wide

understanding

and

accessibility

(respondent 16, and BREEAM, 2011). The current reality of using IDP within the
military infrastructure system is that it is limited by attitudes and systemic
prejudices (respondent 7). Competitions with schedules and approvals, all push
towards short term or segmented solutions (respondent 7).

The approval

process within DND is segmented, and happens in sections, rather than a truly
integrated design process, with emphasis on the inclusion of different parties and
professionals at all stages. Respondent 7 points out the challenges with an IDP
due to the focused nature of personnel’s education. By training and exposure,
personnel may be fairly limited on the issues of what makes sustainable buildings
sustainable. If DND approves and delivers infrastructure processes in a way that
does not require all professionals to design and share knowledge and expertise
at the very beginning stages, and in a cooperative manner, then it may negatively
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impact the project. As well, a well structured IDP can ensure that all aspects of
the projects are captured and roles and responsibilities are determined to ensure
that those aspects are accomplished (respondent 17). Respondents 3, 10, and
16 discuss the fact that DND often has to contract sustainable building projects to
outside consulting firms. Doing this requires a lot of trust in that consulting
agency, that they will invite the appropriate stakeholders to the table at the early
stages of design.

These consultants should work closely with relevant DND

personnel on the project to ensure full disclosure, transparency, and learning.

As Figure 6.4 illustrates the majority or respondents involved with sustainable
building design and implementation are engineers, by training. This may results
in bias in determining the priorities for sustainable building design and
implementation.
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Figure 6.4: Representation of each Respondents Educational Background
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Based on an analysis of the data collected from the interviewees, engineers
tended to view energy and cost as the most important facts for sustainable
buildings. With regards to cost and energy reductions, almost 50% of responses
came from engineers, whereas 75% of the responses from respondents whose
education background is from a discipline other than engineering stated that
social and cultural aspects play an important role in sustainable buildings.

Another benefit of IDP is that, if it is inherent in a system, then the collaboration,
problem solving, and information sharing among all parties would create a
scenario of innovation and learning (respondent 15). The key here is not to have
a really difficult system, but to ensure that whatever the system, it is one that
requires strong, multi-disciplined, integrated approach for execution.
6.3.4.1

User Groups

An off-shoot of the IDP is the definition of user groups. This was a major
limitation identified by the respondents (respondent 9, 3, 10). The IDP should
identify all relevant participants to provide the necessary information required to
construct, design and maintain a sustainable building. Once the design team has
been identified, information from the building users is an important component of
the process to ensure that the design is meeting the needs of its users.
However, it is important to understand that users are not only those working and
visiting the buildings, but all the people involved in the operation and
maintenance of the buildings, e.g. IT personnel, electrical departments, etc. On
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occasion, the project managers may be located in an area outside of the actual
building location (DND Headquarters in Ottawa, for instance), which may hinder
the ability of the manager to make accurate decisions about the building since
they are not familiar with the area, activities or local environment (respondent 9).

BREEAM’S Man 01 Sustainable Procurement and Man 04 Stakeholder
Participation credits, both consider the building user requirements, and set out
criteria for cooperative decision making at all stages of building life-cycle.
BREEAM’s scheme incorporates assessment at design phase, as well, it assigns
roles and responsibilities for each of the parties to ensure accountability and
responsibility, so that it is clear at all stages (Appendix A).
Sources
Interviews
Literature

Details
Respondents, 3,4,7,9,10,11,15,16,17
Sebake, 2009
BREEAM, 2011

6.3.5 Life Cycle Assessment
Life Cycle Assessments (LCA) is not only about the LCA of products and building
materials used, but also how the rating system recognizes the impact of the
building from construction to disassembly. A key aspect of moving toward more
meaningful outcomes in sustainable design is the use of LCA (respondent 8, 14
and Smith et al., 2006).

ALCA

planning guide can also greatly assist with

financial considerations, in addition to environmental ones, through the long run
(respondent 6). The use of LCA not only identifies the environmental impacts of
products, process, or activities, but, also identifies areas of potential resource
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use or waste production reduction. LCA is a technique to assess the
environmental aspects and potential impacts associated with a product, process,
or service, by:

a. compiling an inventory of relevant energy and material inputs and
environmental releases;
b. evaluating the potential environmental impacts associated with
identified inputs and releases; and
c. interpreting the results to help make a more informed decision
about the human health and environmental impacts of products,
processes, and activities (US Environmental Protection Agency,
2012).

According to Bowyer (2009), it is important that sustainable building programs
move quickly to incorporate the use of LCA in identifying environmentally
preferable practices and buildings materials. LCA helps to foster a holistic point
of view, which is required for the efficient design of sustainable buildings. As
Kaatz et al. (2002) state, building assessment tools need to use a systems
approach

that

recognizes

the

connectivity

between

built

and

natural

environments, thus incorporating a holistic perspective in the assessment
(respondent 7). Incorporating LCAs can ensure that this philosophy carries
through. The ultimate goal is to model the environmental impacts of whole
buildings, so that rating systems can modify the checklist approach and rate
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buildings based on a comprehensive model of their environmental performance,
similar to the way energy modeling is done. Zhuguo (2005) investigates the
limitations of LCA, and how LCA can move from simply analyzing one
component to incorporating all aspects of the building life cycle. Currently it is
typical for LCA to investigate individual components of a building, looking only at
inputs and outputs. LCA needs to progress from the stage of inventory analysis
of environmental input and output, to addressing the entire environmental burden
(EB) through a single index via an integrated impact assessment. LCA needs to
expand to address the EB on the local and regional environment, as well as the
EB caused by the infrastructure associated with the EB (Zhuguo, 2005). Doing
this will also provide more information about the building as a whole (respondent
10).

The essence of LCA is to cast the net wide and capture all of the relevant effects
associated with a product or process over its full life cycle, not just to include the
energy attribute of products used in construction, or building operations
(respondents 9, 10, 12, 16). It is also important to note that the LCA of a given
product should take account of the production and use of other products required
for cleaning or maintenance during its use phase (Carmody & Trusty, 2005).

DGNB incorporates the principles of LCA, looking at the building as a unit (from
construction to decommissioning) and its materials, processes, systems and
structures for their impact on the environment (Appendix A).
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Sources
Interviews
Literature

6.4

Details
Respondents 7,8,9,10,12,14,16
Smith et al., 2006,
Carmody & Trusty, 2005
Zhuguo, 2005
Fenner & Ryce, 2008
Bowyer (2009)
Kaatz et al. (2002
FSDS, 2012
US Environmental Protection Agency,
2012

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

According to a study completed by the Pembina Institute, 82% of Canada’s
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions inventory is accounted for by the production
or burning of fossil fuels for energy, especially coal-fired plants in electricity
generation, natural gas-fired units in other industrial facilities and buildings, and
gasoline and diesel engines in transportation (The Pembina Institute, 2008).
Therefore, reducing GHG emissions in Canada requires particular attention. The
FSDS and the DND SDS have set out targets for decreasing levels of GHG
emissions.

In this section, GHG reductions are addressed through energy

usage, and transportation.
6.4.1 Energy Usage
Energy is widely considered a crucial element (if not the most crucial) due to the
economic costs and environmental impacts associated with energy use
(respondent 1, 5, 16). Costs are of growing concern due to uncertainties about
fossil-fuel supplies and related factors. Pollution-related concerns include not
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only health effects but potential contributions to global warming. These issues
can be addressed through:

a. energy conservation — eliminating unnecessary energy-consuming
activities;
b. energy efficiency — maintaining current activities but using more
efficient processes, engines, buildings, equipment and appliances;
and
c. a shift to cleaner energy — maintaining current activities but with
energy sources that have near-zero GHG emissions or lower
emissions than those used now (while avoiding creating new
environmental hazards and impacts). (The Pembina Institute,
2008).

According to one study, the greatest opportunity to reduce energy demand
globally is by improving energy use in buildings, through currently available
technology (Fischer, 2010). Studies completed by the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) have revealed that the buildings sector provides one
of the largest sources of GHG emission reductions occurring through efficiency
actions (Cowart, 2012). These studies, coupled with several other US studies,
confirm that energy efficient technology presents a major opportunity for
addressing climate change, and the increase in GHG emissions.
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Given the importance of energy usage, it is oftentimes mistakenly treated as the
predominant or even the sole element to be considered in sustainable building
design

and

performance.

There

was

an

overwhelming

amount

of

acknowledgement from respondents to address energy usage and requirements
in buildings. In fact, several interviewees described energy as being the most
important component of a sustainable building, with all of the other factors being
secondary (respondents 4, 7, 10, 12, 13, 17). Even respondent 13, indicated
that, in terms of budgeting for a project, energy should be given priority based on
its high level of importance. However, while sustainable building rating systems
almost always address the energy element, a building that focuses solely on
energy may not be classified as a sustainable building There are other
environmental impacts and factors (seen herein) that outweigh any potential
fiscal benefits from its reduced use of energy (Fischer, 2010). Energy usage is
an especially important consideration for the DND, due to its overwhelming
amount of infrastructure. Reductions in energy can lead to higher reductions in
costs associated with operating the infrastructure (respondent 4). Reliance on
foreign energy sources (i.e. oil) can also pose a threat to national security. The
CF must be able to perform its operations under any circumstances, and cannot
be limited by external issues or influences. Self reliance is a concern, and if
energy consumption can be reduced or energy sourced from renewable
resources (e.g. solar, biomass etc.), it will ensure sustenance in times of
insecurity (respondent 7).
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Consensus does not exist on what should be considered in an energy calculation
in buildings. Computational simulation studies are typically carried out to
quantitatively assess targeted energy performance against a benchmark
representative building. Roderick et al. (2009) conducted a study to compare
energy performance of LEED, Green Star and BREEAM. Based on the
simulation results, they concluded that the energy performance of a building and
the corresponding energy rating obtained are strongly dependent on the
assessment scheme used. Respondent 17 argues that in order to properly
achieve accurate energy performance, models should not be used. Buildings
should be designed to accommodate the intended users, and the systems in that
building should be installed that would adequately address the energy needs of
the users, but no more. The smallest, most efficient building systems should be
commissioned and utilized. Modelling is inaccurate especially when baseline
data and validation/performance data is unavailable (respondent 17). Other
respondents indicated that there are issues with modelling accuracies based on
the fact that many of the military buildings do not have substantial baseline data
(respondent 12). However, as the use of sustainable building rating tools
continue, so will their ability to make monitoring and collection of data mandatory
so that in the future, buildings energy performance can be compared to accurate
baseline data (respondent 9, 12, and 15). Not only should energy modelling be
continuously improved to enhance the accuracy of the data, personnel should be
trained in order to properly use the technology and equipment related to energy
savings.

Therefore, when assessing energy usage in buildings it must be
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understood that models may produce inaccurate results, and that measurement
and verification, followed by constant monitoring of the buildings postconstruction, is imperative to ensure that there are actual energy savings and the
building is functioning as intended (respondent 12). Also, relying on modelling
alone may not be the best method of determining ways to save energy. In this
case, Thebault (2012) has recommended that design teams look at installing
energy efficient units with rated energy reductions (Energy Star), and base
predicted energy savings on simpler calculations of all energy related
technologies installed in the building. Using a predetermined list of equipment
can ensure that all DND buildings follow the same design and their methods on
energy reduction can be compared with each other to ensure accuracy in
building design. Using this method would also eliminate the errors and variances
associated with different users and models types when predicting energy usage
and targets in DND buildings (Thebault, 2012). Respondent 10, explained that
the DND is looking into utilizing a new energy benchmarking tool, EnergyIQ,
which is said to provide a deeper level of analysis compared to more generalized
whole-building tools.

It provides a standardized opportunity assessment based

on benchmarking results. This illustrates that the DND has recognized the need
for progress in the ways that they analyze their energy usage as a whole
building, rather than a piece-meal approach.

All of the rating systems have addressed energy fairly adequately, including a
reduction of GHG’s and the use of renewable energy.
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Although energy is

indicated as the most common factor for a rating system, effectively addressing it
is still a challenge. Green Globes energy reduction is the most comprehensive. It
provides recommendations and suggestions on areas that can reduce energy
consumption. For DND, the approach to energy targets may be the most useful,
and it can generate discussion and ideas as design groups evaluate the lists.
This system is lacking measurement and verification requirements, which is an
extremely important aspect of energy reduction. For this reason, the BREEAM
system is awarded with having the most effective energy criteria. It also requires
a feasibility study of green energy, which would provide DND with useful
information for future building use considerations (Appendix A).
Sources
Interviews
Literature

Details
Respondents 1, 4, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13,
15,17
The Pembina Institute, 2008
FSDS – Theme 1
DND SDS – S.C 4.5
Fischer, 2010
Cowart, 2012
Roderick et al., 2009

6.4.2 GHG from Vehicles
A reduction in GHG Emissions from vehicles is also addressed in both the FSDS
and the DND SDS. All of the rating schemes address this target through
transportation or site selection credits. Both Green Globes and LEED have
similar requirements based on providing occupant with accessible public
transportation, changing facilities for bike users, as well as alternative fuel refueling stations. Green Globes addresses transport through their energy section.
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Selected military buildings, particularly those in the northern areas, cannot use
alternative fuels due to extreme climates, and availability of those fuels. As well,
these climates are also not conducive to using bicycles or have access to public
transportation. BREEAM credit TRA 05, recognizes the need to develop a plan in
order to accommodate a range of travel options for building users, thereby
encouraging the reduction of user reliance on forms of travel that have the
highest environmental impact. This approach can be most effective because it
considers the user groups and allows decisions to be made that best reflect the
needs of the users.

LEED has credit for installing alternative fuel for vehicles on site or in area. This
is directly inline with the FSDS and SDS requirements (Appendix A).
Sources
Interviews
Literature

6.5

Details
N/A
FSDS 2012– Theme I - Target
DND SDS 2006 – SC 3.5

Water Reduction

The FSDS 2012 requires water reduction measures, as well as water quality
improvements. Especially for military buildings that are located in isolated areas
where water availability may be limited, it is important to employ such measures
(respondent 9). Depending on the location of the building, water supplies may be
under municipal jurisdiction, or alternatively, are the responsibility of the base.
Either way, measures should be in place to ensure that the potable water being
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provided is adequate. Water was not specifically mentioned in any of the
interviews; however it is an important global issue and must be addressed.

Green Star effectively addresses water consumption and efficiency. For
reductions in potable water consumption in Wat 01, water reduction calculator is
used to determine the quantity of points that will be awarded based on the
technologies installed, and use/reuse of rain water and grey/blackwater. With
regards to rainwater, the potable water calculator requires annual rainfall
summaries to ensure that although a rainwater system will be installed, there is
enough water to be supplied annually so that the building does not have to resort
to using potable water.

Credit is also awarded for rainwater used for irrigation,

heat injection systems, fire systems, or any other uses such as vehicle washing.
For the military purposes, this is beneficial as selected locations conduct frequent
fire training, and they have washbays for vehicles. Water monitoring is also
required to ensure that there are no leaks in the piping. Users can also enter
“Non –applicable” for certain water criteria if it does not apply, such as the
irrigation credits for building that do not have landscaping. This prevents the
applicant from losing unnecessary points. The use of grey water is the main
reason Green Star is set apart from the other systems (Appendix A).
Sources
Interviews
Literature

Details
Respondent 9
FSDS 2012– Theme II - Goal
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6.5.1 Water Quality
Ensuring safe and adequate water supplies for all DND personnel is an important
health issue and should be regarded as such through their infrastructure. The
FSDS 2012 and the DND SDS 2006 both address water quality issues.

Both the Swedish Building Rating Tool, and BREEAM specifically address water
quality with regards to consumption. This is important for the CF if they are
responsible for their own water supplies (this is a force protection issue), or rely
on municipalities that may not have appropriate water quality monitoring.
However,

the

Swedish

Building

Rating

Tool

also

requires

sampling

(Appendix A).
Sources
Interviews
Literature

Details
N/A
FSDS 2012 – Theme II – Target 4.1
DND SDS 2006

6.5.2 Wastewater
Reductions in wastewater and quality of wastewater required for treatment is a
valuable component of sustainable buildings. It can affect the health of natural
ecosystems, reduce stress on water treatment facilities, and generally improve
the overall environmental health of an area.

Green Star users are challenged to reduce up to 90% or their wastewater. LEED
only requires 50%. Both systems award points for onsite sewage treatment.
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Green Globes also does this, but does not target reductions in percentages,
which may permit users to reach lower targets (Appendix A).
Sources
Interviews
Literature

6.6

Details
N/A
FSDS 2012– Theme II, Target 3.7
DND SDS 2006– MC.1

Materials and Resources

Reducing waste and resource use during construction phases and throughout
building operations can have a positive impact on the natural environment by
diverting less waste to landfills.

Such practices can prevent adverse waste

management activities in communities, and impacts on ecosystems (respondent
16). It also will reduce energy usage for production of virgin materials if reused,
or recycled materials can be used.

This is important for military buildings

because it presents an opportunity for cost savings (respondent 9).
6.6.1 Waste Reduction (Construction)
Waste reduction and consideration for resources used during the construction of
the building are important considerations for sustainable buildings. During the
design phase of a building, design teams should evaluate areas where materials
can be salvaged and reused, or replaced by less harmful materials used in
construction (i.e. FSC wood).

Construction of a building can present many

negative impacts on surrounding environments, and care should be taken to
mitigate such effects (respondent 5). A chosen rating tool must evaluate the
construction and operational aspect of a building to cover construction and
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operation impacts of the facility (respondent 2), governments should require highefficiency initiatives in the construction of infrastructure.

Construction teams

should be trained in sustainable building philosophy so that they will consider
waste-reduction measures in their operations (respondent 7). Respondent 17
points out that fortunately, construction sites generally tend to be more efficient in
their practices today, than they were 20 years ago. Rock (2010) states that
environmental construction standards for the building industry are common, and
often required. The construction industry is learning to separate and process
construction waste in new and more efficient ways. Markets have developed for
recyclable waste material, in large part because of the rising cost of mineral
resources. Better planning and site management can significantly reduce the
cost of waste management (Rock, 2010). As sustainable building rating systems
are used in sustainable construction projects, the innovation inherent in the rating
systems could clash with traditional building and business practices and so the
industry must keep progressing (Rock, 2010). Some credits in the rating systems
require using renewable material (e.g. LEED credit MR 6), but without application
of a LCA, builder cannot determine with any confidence that the chosen material,
although it may be 10 times more renewable, it will not have to be replaced 10
times as often (Smith et al., 2006).

DGNB addresses waste issues at construction site, as well as dust and noise
evaluations, and the process for qualifying contractors, and ensuring operations
and materials are verified and certified. BREEAM and LEED require site waste
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management plans. BREEAM targets up to 85% reductions, LEED only 75%. In
addition to noise and dust, DGNB also considers the effects on surrounding
environment, but does not require as high reduction targets (Appendix A).
Sources
Interviews
Literature

Details
Respondents 2, 5, 7, 9, 16
Rock, 2010

6.6.2 Operational Wastes
Operational wastes of a building are addressed in the FSDS and DND SDS
through paper reduction measures, as well as operational wastes. Reduction of
wastes was mentioned by all respondents (except respondent 17) as a
component that defines the term ‘green building’.

BREEAM discusses capacity appropriateness for wastes to be recycled in
addition to organic wastes (Appendix A).
Sources
Interviews
Literature

Details
All (except respondent 17)
DND SDS MC.3 and SS 4.1
FSDS Target 8.8

6.6.3 Green Procurement
Although procurement was not mentioned specifically by any of the respondents,
it is required in DAOD 3000-0, the DND SDS and the FSDS, and this must be
considered as an important aspect for the Military. A LCA/LCI would be most
useful to ensure that the materials being chosen for use within the building are
both environmentally sound as well as cost effective (respondent 18).
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An

important growth factor area for sustainable building is the use of LCA in the
evaluation of products. Ritchie (2004) has suggested a method for evaluating the
environmental impact of products and affixing a label indicating what level this
product received, based on various impact categories, (e.g. fossil fuel resource
depletion, greenhouse gas loading, and residual hazardous waste). Such a label
would be useful, especially when choosing products to be used in both the
construction phase and the procurement process.

Green Globes specifically addresses the need to purchase green products for
users while occupying the buildings (Appendix A).
Sources
Interviews

Details
Respondent 18

Literature

Smith et al., 2006
Ritchie, 2004
FSDS – Theme IV – Targets 8.6, 8.10,
and 8.11
DND SDS – S.C. 3.1
DAOD 3000-0

6.7

Indoor Environmental Quality

An important aspect of building performance is the recognition of the building
occupants and users, and of their comfort and productivity (respondents 2, 3, 8,
13, 14, and 18). The main issue with Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ)
performance criteria is that IEQ is assessed using qualitative criteria, with less
objectivity than for those issues with quantifiable criteria.

In the absence of

reliable data to quantify impacts over the building life-cycle, IEQ is often not given
as much attention compared to the external environmental impacts, such as
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resource consumption and energy use (Burnett, 2007). Studies have shown that
in urban areas, people spend approximately 80-90% of their time indoors, and as
such, building comfort is an important factor in the quality of life (Burnett, 2007,
respondent 13). As building owners and developers are becoming increasingly
comfortable with sustainable building components associated with energy and
water savings, they are less comfortable with accepting the human and social
benefits of sustainable development (Anonymous, 2003). Respondent 11 states
that with regards to a sustainable building rating system, and its attention to IEQ:

“…I think it has an impact on the way people feel about their
workplace,

and

I’m

talking

here

about

their

rates

of

absenteeism…you feel the owner is taking care of you almost, you
know? They are being sensitive to your needs as a human”.

Respondent 13 indicates that from personal experience, working in a sustainable
building provides higher levels of comfort for the employees. The benefits of IEQ
are substantiated through supporting studies of post-occupancy evaluations of
buildings. When considering whole-of-life costs of a building, productivity and
health actually accounts for 70% of long term savings, and energy only 11%
(Issa et al., 2010). Relevant studies suggest that it is not so much about setting
specific points for heating or lighting, but rather the main issue seems to be
whether or not the user has control over the system (Burnett, 2007). Respondent
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15 states that “… the biggest cost is the cost of personnel, greater satisfaction
means greater productivity”.

Specific to the military, high rates of turnover and of building usage, oblige that
performance criteria should focus on the ease and speed with which change
and/or provision of new services can be undertaken. Features of IEQ should not
only deal with comfort and health but functionality in design, such as adaptability,
serviceability and maintainability of indoor areas (Burnett, 2007). Authors
studying IEQ have been trying to establish links between better IEQ and
performance gains and health improvements (Smith et al., 2006).
6.7.1 Air Quality
Air quality is an important health consideration and can have an effect on building
users.

LEED provides a very comprehensive assessment of air quality components,
including tobacco smoke and air quality during construction. Also, LEED outlines
a list of products to consider based on their chemical contents, which can help
user to navigate through material choices (Appendix A).
6.7.2 Indoor Temperatures Controls
As mentioned above, providing users with the capacity to manage their own air
temperature can greatly increase comfort. An IEQ study completed on a LEED
certified building at CFB Trenton in Trenton, Ontario, Canada indicated that 74%
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of respondents believed that the temperature of the air in their workspace
(without the use of space heaters or fans) interferes with their ability to effectively
complete their jobs (Thebault, 2012).

BREEAM requires, as evidence, a design strategy that illustrates discussions
with end users, and occupants to determine what their needs will be and what
they want, in addition to ensure they will receive an adequate level of thermal
comfort. This design strategy will ensure that systems are put in place at the
earliest stages. This will eliminate unnecessary mechanisms installed where
individual controls are not required or effective. LEED requires a post-occupancy
survey, but does little to require that a collaborative effort is used before systems
are put into place (Appendix A).
6.7.3 Odourless and Low-Emissions Material
The furniture and interior building materials (walls, floors, paints etc.) associated
with a building should also be of such a quality as not to adversely affect the
health of the occupants – with particular attention to volatile organic compounds
(VOCs). In the aforementioned IEQ study, 71% of building users indicated that
they were aware of the fact that the building they were working in was
constructed using low emitting (i.e. the absence of smell associated with
chemical off-gassing) paints, carpets, composite woods, and adhesives &
sealants. This illustrates the fact that building users can notice the air quality and
the effects that using non low emitting materials can have. Green Procurement
should address these concerns as well.
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LEED is the front runner in this category due to their specific requirements for
low-emitting materials, encompassing a robust group of potentially harmful
chemicals and materials. Green Star also includes mould assessments which are
important for human health considerations (Appendix A).
6.7.4 Acoustic Comfort
This aspect is important for the CF, especially at Air Force Bases where external
noises of operations can greatly affect the ability of personnel to carry on with
other activities. The IEQ study completed in Trenton, also surveyed building
occupants regarding their acoustic comfort.

74% were unsatisfied with the

speech privacy in their work areas, and 66% indicated that the noise level in their
workplaces interfered with their ability to get their jobs done.

BREEAM extends this requirement, beyond setting noise and acoustic limits, by
including provisions to manage workers with special hearing and communication
needs. All the systems except LEED set noise and acoustic limits, based on
already existing noise standards. Green Globes is less specific and only requires
applicants to specify acoustic controls, noise attenuations, and measures to meet
speech intelligibility requirements (Appendix A).
6.7.5 Indoor Design Layout
An indoor design layout that encourages social interaction between users can
foster a healthy working environment. As well, it can increase energy efficiency
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and require less materials and resources. The social aspect is a vital component
within sustainable design.

DGNB requires area efficiency to promote a social and healthy work environment
while

utilizing

space

and

decreasing

energy/equipment

requirements

(Appendix A).

6.7.6 Views
Providing views to the natural environment can enhance the workplace
experience and create a warm and comfortable working environment,

LEED excels in this category, since it provides very specific requirements to
ensure that appropriate views are provided for the users (Appendix A).

6.7.7 Lighting Control
This category also includes daylighting. Studies have shown that daylighting can
have a positive affect among building users, and increase productivity
(Anonymous, 2003).

LEED excels in this category, since it provides very specific requirements to
ensure that appropriate views are provided for the users (Appendix A).
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Sources
Interviews
Literature

6.8

Details
Respondents 2, 3, 8, 11, 13, 14, 15,
and 18
Burnett, 2007
Issa et al., 2010
Anonymous, 2003
Smith et al., 2006
Thebault, 2012

Site Selection

The following section discusses criteria related to the location of the
infrastructure.
6.8.1 Regional Considerations
Location is an important issue when applying rating systems (Reed et al., 2009).
Currently, DND has a large portfolio of facilities which are situated all across
Canada with a variety of operational requirements and environmental conditions
(respondent 7). Respondents indicated that a rating system must support and
account for different locations, weather conditions, and access to supplies
(respondents 5, 12, 16, 18). Canadian Forces Base (CFB) Alert is a good
example with severe cold, isolated location where all supplies must be delivered
by aircraft (respondents 12, 15, 16 and Vlachopoulos & Vardy, 2010). This
means that these supplies and heating fuel are significantly more expensive in
the north than in southern and urban Canada. Respondent 9 provides another
example, stating that infrastructure on the west coast of Canada must account for
the fluctuations in rainfall. This has substantial effects on their ability to collect
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and use grey water cisterns, as well as landscaping options. These issues are
almost negligible in other areas (respondents 9 and 10).

If a building system relies on local building standards (MNEBC, ASHRAE, etc)
then when constructing in another location, the standards may differ. An
alternative to that is the option of stipulating that wherever the location, the most
stringent standards must be applied.

In the DGNB system, location is given a lot of consideration. Quality of Location
is evaluated separately. It is not included in the overall evaluation of the
building’s quality, so that each building can be evaluated independent of its
location (Appendix A).
Sources
Interviews
Literature

Details
Respondents 5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 15, 16
Reed et al., 2009

6.8.2 Environmental Integrity of the Site
There should be measures in place to ensure minimum disruption to the site by
choosing sites that have minimal ecological significance, or Brownfield’s.
Disturbance to sites that are ecologically sensitive, or adjacent to ecologically
sensitive areas should be prohibited.
environments is integral (respondent 4).
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Protection of species and natural

BREEAM’s Land Use and Ecology category effectively addresses this issue by
including a requirement to employ the use of a suitably qualified ecologist. Other
rating systems also require open green spaces and may encourage the use of
brownfields, however by not requiring the professional opinion of an ecologist, it
is uncertain whether or not the restoration and planting of vegetation will actually
increase biodiversity or impact the environmental integrity of the site. BREEAM
also requires a landscape and habitat management plan, appropriate to the site,
to be produced covering at least the first five years after project completion. As
military buildings are sometimes required to be located in specific areas due to
the nature of their activities, they must ensure that wildlife and vegetation are
impacted as minimally as possible. As well, many CFB’s are required to complete
management plans for any species at risk and contaminated sites, as per federal
regulations, and the DND SDS (Appendix A).
Sources
Interviews
Literature

Details
Respondent 4
FSDS 2012– Theme III
DND SDS 2006- general

6.8.3 Location with Respect to Amenities
Buildings situated close to already existing amenities can eliminate the need to
build the infrastructure for building users. It will reduce the need for vehicles
usage in order for occupants to access these amenities.

DGNB purports that location to amenities must be evaluated based on estimated
walking distances, not merely distance, to ensure that amenities can be
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accessed by all users. LEED has similar requirements, however there criteria is
slightly more prescriptive and rigid, and may be difficult to meet based on the
location and needs of military. For example, LEED requires access to a
residential area, and at least 10 amenities from an exhaustive list (Appendix A).
Sources
Interviews
Literature

Details
N/A
N/A

6.8.4 Security
Respondents indicated that addressing security concerns were very important in
the application of a sustainable building system to the CF (respondents 1, 2, 7, 9,
and 15). Environmental initiatives cannot interfere with the operational and
training side of DND’s business. As such, a sustainable rating system must be
able to address security concerns, while still maintaining and addressing
environmental sustainability. An example provided was outdoor lighting. Often
times, CF buildings will require substantial outdoor lighting during dark hours.
This can be in direct conflict with the energy conservation measures in rating
systems, for example, the light pollution reduction as required by LEED, is seen
as a security risk (Smith et al., 2006). Therefore, the system required should be
one in which security needs are identified, and the environmental impacts
associated with those activities and requirements should be compensated in
another category.
Sources
Interviews
Literature

Details
Respondents 1, 2, 7, 9, and 15
Smith et al. 2006
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6.9

Social and Cultural Aspects

Unlike first-generation rating tools, whose major focal point was environmental
performance of buildings, second-generation tools need to accept the new
agenda, which focuses on broader sustainability aspects. The structure of the
second-generation rating tools should ensure that it allows for change as our
understanding of sustainability unfolds (Sebake, 2009). These tools emphasize
the importance of including social/eco/cultural aspects of buildings and their
inherent effect on neighbouring communities.

Second-generation tools are becoming increasingly interested in the social and
cultural aspects of sustainable buildings. Andrews et al., (2009) address the
social issues of a supply chain using LCA. In the article Life Cycle Attribute
Assessment, several studies that examine the social impacts of products and
processes, are described (Andrews et al., 2009). This is evidence that integration
of a social component into sustainable building design, aside from IEQ, is
important (respondents 15 and 16). Since the DND has facilities in culturally
sensitive areas, it is pertinent to address the implications of their development on
local communities and lifestyles (respondent 7). It may also lead to having a
positive impact on the area. From a cultural perspective, making the design and
structure of the building visually appealing may result in users having a more
positive attitude towards their environment, as well as drawing positive attention
to the building, and dispelling the idea that sustainable buildings are unappealing
(respondent 15).
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DGNB and Green Globes do this well by addressing all socio/cultural aspects of
buildings.

In addition, these systems evaluate the quality of landscape

characteristics, ensuring that it increases, not decreases, the site quality, and
that it demonstrates a positive image (Appendix A).
Sources
Interviews
Literature

6.10

Details
Respondents 7, 15,16
Sebake, 2009
Andrews et al. (2009)

Operation, Maintenance and Education

The following sections describe the Operations, Maintenance, and Educational
components of this rating system.
6.10.1 Monitoring
The 2008 Commission for Environmental Cooperation report recommend
monitoring performance to support continual improvement in sustainable
buildings. Results of monitoring should also be used to enhance the foundation
for life-cycle analysis and costing of buildings (Commission for Environmental
Cooperation, 2008).

Monitoring was a notable issue from the responses by

interviewees (respondents 4, 7, 9, 12, 13, 18). There are two reasons for which
monitoring is important. The first is that you can monitor buildings to ensure they
are performing as they were designed (respondent 12). Allocating funds to meter
the buildings may provide information about what the building is doing or how it is
performing, however, if there are no personnel resources and skills to conduct
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the monitoring then it is a waste of money (respondent 9). These activities can be
automated in order to facilitate the data collection. The second most important
reason is that meters can be used to collect baseline data, which would assist
with modeling purposes as well as for future comparative analysis (respondent
12). With regards to monitoring, the respondents most specifically indicated that
implementing a mandatory monitoring program would be most useful for tracking
energy and water usages. In addition, respondent 13 indicated that a successful
monitoring program requires personnel who are adequately trained to carry out
the program.

It was determined that none of the systems managed monitoring of the building,
as a whole, effectively. The issue here is that they need not only to sub-meter but
to monitor results of the sub-metering. LEED, Green Globes, Green Star, and
BREEAM all require sub-metering and monitoring but do not require a full annual
collection of data and analysis on how the building it working as a whole unit for
the life of the building (Appendix A).
Sources
Interviews
Literature

Details
Respondents, 4, 7, 9, 12, 13, 18
Commission
for
Environmental
Cooperation, 2008

6.10.2 Commissioning/Re-commissioning
Several respondents have had direct experience with issues associated with
commissioning (respondents 4, 9, 11, 13, 16). A lack of commissioning, and re-
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commissioning can result in the building not functioning in the way it was
designed to, therefore ultimately eliminating its ability to perform in an
environmental sustainable manner. Building commissioning is not only an issue
due to lack of knowledge and training by maintenance and operational personnel
(and/or lack of requirement), but also changes in occupancy may require an
alteration

in

the

way

the

systems

are

functioning

(Thebault,

2012).

Commissioning and re-commissioning can prevent unnecessary losses of
energy, and money. Commissioning and re-commissioning buildings is a cost
effective way of keeping the building costs low, and efficiency high. Without
good commissioning and without a good training of the building managers and
occupants it is very difficult to achieve the projected results (respondent 11).

Commissioning is required in all the systems.

BREEAM requires 12 month

commissioning post occupancy, and user manuals to be created for maintenance
staff, and training (including walk-throughs and helpline). This is important for the
military because they have a lot of turnover of personnel so training programs
and guides are essential for equipment use. Training schedules are also required
to ensure it is completed properly. With the establishment of this program,
although it is only required for 12 months, there is a higher chance it will be
maintained as a permanent training program (Appendix A).
Sources
Interviews
Literature

Details
Respondents 4, 9, 11, 13, 16
Thebault, 2012
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6.10.3 Education
Education is an important aspect of sustainable buildings. Providing users with
the data on the building, and educating/training them about the benefits can have
major positive impacts on buildings sustainability (Marsan, 2007). This section
encompasses Training and Employee Awareness. Training spans from building
industry professionals, and DND personnel, to O&M staff at individual locations.
Employee Awareness addresses building users. A rating system is a specific tool
within a greater sustainable building philosophy, as it provides people with the
opportunity to alter attitudes and get involved in the broader concept of building
sustainably (respondent 7).

6.10.3.1

Training

According to a report from the Commission for Environmental Cooperation
(2008), there is limited awareness and knowledge of sustainable buildings in
government policies affecting buildings. This report recommends raising the level
of awareness and knowledge of building design professionals, engineering and
construction professionals, developers, building users, building valuation and
finance experts, and government officials at all levels about the vision, targets,
and strategies for building sustainably. To achieve this goal they recommend
funding and conducting training, outreach, and education campaigns; and
developing partnerships involving the building and development sector, and
academic institutions (Commission for Environmental Cooperation Report, 2008).
Sustainable buildings require “sustainable” operators. Persistence in sustainable
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performance is more likely to continue, post-occupancy, if the building includes
compliance with requirements of full building commissioning and handover
(including manuals and training) (Burnett, 2007). The success of any program is
relying upon the clarity of government mandates, and ensuring that the people
who are required to carry out these mandates have the education and
experience to do it. “Because it’s one thing to mandate for people to do a green
building and it’s entirely another to make sure that they have the information to
do it properly” (respondent 9). Currently DND has held workshops in order to
train those involved in sustainable buildings. For example, the Sustainability
Office in Winnipeg supports Environment Canada’s “dollars to sense” workshops
for all of the Air Force Wings. In these workshops the attendees were given an
introduction to the use of RETScreen (a software tool allowing users to validate
any type of measure or retrofit that they want to implement. It allows the user to
determine the cost, and the energy savings, and to see what the return on
investment is for that particular measure is installed, i.e. window replacements).
However, it seems that the people on the bases, not the decisions makers in
Ottawa (DND Headquarters) are taking the training (respondent 9).

One of the biggest problems outlined by the interviewees (respondent 7 and 10)
is the lack of education and training in program managers and project decision
makers. Accordingly, there’s a not a lot of really good understanding of
sustainable buildings systems or programs. The people that are in the decision
making positions that are reviewing the specifications from consultants may not
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necessarily have enough background knowledge to recognize the good products
from the greenwashing (respondent 9). This may lead to money being spent or
allocated ineffectively. Regardless of the rating system used, the practicality of
implementing such points may not always work. Respondent 7 provides an
example:

“ …the green roofs is a good idea but the maintenance guys don’t want to cut it.
They don’t want to maintain a green roof. Roads and Grounds guys cuts grass
on the roads and they don’t want to cut on the roof too. Just to illustrate a
point…the resistance to change is not practically feasible to implement a green
roof with traditional old school maintenance personnel”.

Awareness of new technologies with widely trained Operations & Maintenance
(O&M) personnel can also greatly benefit the sustainable building program. If
O&M personnel are trained well, they may be able to take initiative for further
improvements on the building (respondent 6).

Based on personal experience, respondent 15 claims that a deficiency in savings
may be attributed to lack of education by personnel. Most often employees do
not understand how to operate equipment “so they simply won’t use it, turn it on,
or use it properly, and then they are operating on very basic and conventional
modes” (respondent 15). There is an inherent responsibility of building owners
and occupiers to train employees upon technological installations (respondent 3
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and 13).

Installing is one thing but really knowing how to use it is another.

Respondent 16, maintains that operations is a failure of sustainable building
rating systems, “You can build the best building but if you don’t have people who
know how to operate it, then it will never be efficient”.

Training is best carried out by the BREEAM system, through required
commissioning training of workforce. As well, they require training of construction
personnel to create awareness of all components of the program. With regards to
the natural environment, the entire workforce is to be made aware of their
possible impacts to the area, and how to avoid further damage due to the
activities on-site (Appendix A).
Sources
Interviews
Literature

6.10.3.2

Details
Respondents, 3, 6, 7, 9, 10, 13, 15
Commission
for
Environmental
Cooperation Report, 2008
Burnett, 2007
Marsan, 2007

Employee Awareness

Awareness campaigns can help with user acceptance, which, in turn, can help to
achieve energy savings and bolster sustainable building outcomes. Some of the
suggestions involving user initiatives are difficult to execute, especially in military
context. For example, programs to shut down computers after each work day:
for security reasons, some of these need to be on 24 hours. However, innovation
and insight can overcome these issues (respondent 12). When building
occupants are more knowledgeable about the concept of sustainable buildings,
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they become aware and conscious and are more likely to participate in greening
initiatives (respondent 12). Respondent 7 concurs with that sentiment, stating “A
rating system is a specific tool in a greater sustainable building philosophy, so it
gives something for people to anchor those thoughts on. But if you just did LEED
you would not have a sustainable building philosophy. Would you? So there’s
more involved in education and attitudes” (respondent 7). Absolving just to use a
rating system as the only means of education for the building users, may not be
effective enough. Respondent 18 suggests that if you implement a building
strategy such as communal printers, you have to educate the users on why the
feature is important in the bigger picture of sustainability. Since human activities
have significantly contributed to the current environmental crisis, it is important
that the performance be measured during the operation of the building in order to
capture the use patterns (Sebake, 2009).

Individual action is an important

complement to corporate and government action. It can serve as a motivating
force in driving individuals to demand more ambitious and more effective
environmental action from their government and industries (Fischer, 2010).
Respondent 11 stated that if employees understand the purpose behind
sustainable buildings, and the importance, they are more willing to contribute to
the cause, and take initiative to assist in achieving the targets.

Barnett and Seldman (1998) have concluded that an increasing amount of
educational efforts have been directed towards the suppliers of building services;
however, they noted that there is still a missing link in the education of
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sustainable building practices: an educational program directed at the users and
occupants of buildings. It may take a while to get employees used to working in a
greener environment, however when they do have the knowledge, they can
make a real difference (Marsan, 2007).

Educating personnel may also benefit DND due to the high turnover rates of
employees (respondent 7). It can also facilitate an easy dissemination of
information from base to base. The DND needs to invest in and encourage
educational awareness programs, not only for infrastructure personnel, but for
building users (respondent 9).

None of the evaluated systems effectively addressed education (Appendix A).
Sources
Interviews
Literature

Details
Respondents 7, 9, 11, 12, 16, 18
Barnett and Seldman (1998)
Marsan, 2007
Fischer, 2010
Sebake, 2009

6.10.4 Flexibility of Building Use
Flexibility is often a hallmark of a sustainable building, which by design lessens
the impact of reconfiguration (Nalewaik & Ventors, 2009). It is important that the
military adopt an approach that specifies design solutions for changing building
usage (respondent 5 and 9).

Respondent 9 indicates that DND buildings need

to be constructed with enough flexibility that they can be used for an extended
time period, which would most likely result in a change of occupancy. CF
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buildings undergo frequent re-classification due to changes in operational
demands, units being stood down, or stood up etc.

DGNB employs a criterion specifically for the conversion of a facility
(Appendix A).
Sources
Interviews
Literature

Details
Respondent 5 and 9
Nalewaik & Ventors, 2009

6.10.5 Measurement and Verification
Simply making a claim of being sustainable or green, in the case of
environmental sustainability, does not hold weight unless such a claim can be
validated. Measurement and verification can ensure that the long-term impacts
of a building will not cause issues in the future, which the CF will have to address
at higher costs and at greater lengths (retooling to get a better energy rating)
(respondent 10).

Respondent 5 notes “…even though you may have a

sustainable building in the beginning, whether or not its operating 2 or 5 or 15
years down the road to be better than a traditional building that’s where we are
lacking”.

DGNB employs a criterion specifically designed to address the measurement and
verification of buildings, and all relevant building components (Appendix A).
Sources
Interviews
Literature

Details
Respondent 5 and 10
N/A
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6.10.6 Building Durability
Buildings in the military are typically built for a life of 50-100 years. Since the CF
uses public funds to construct its infrastructure; this is a particularly important
issue for them (respondents 14 and 16). Ensuring this goal is obtained, building
durability should be a consideration. This aspect can also be cross-referenced in
other categories such as Materials and Resources and LCA.

DGNB addresses this issue in a more holistic approach by incorporating building
longevity and building maintenance together. This illustrates that the DGNB
system understands the importance of ensuring buildings function the way they
were designed to and the effect proper maintenance can have on the
infrastructure (Appendix A).
Sources
Interviews
Literature

6.11

Details
Respondent 15 and 16
N/A

Economic Quality

Respondent 4 has expressed that the recent pressure due to federal budget cuts
and spending of public moneys, has increased the need for DND to carefully look
at the cost of their sustainably building initiatives and ensure that they are
achieving the best outcome with the lowest costs.

The upfront costs can

sometimes be a deterrent; however a properly executed cost analysis can
demonstrate that the long term savings can be very beneficial.
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6.11.1 Life Cycle Costing
True sustainable buildings should not be about spending more, but rather making
wiser decisions with the current budgets, and the cost premiums of sustainable
buildings should be nominal to that of traditional buildings (Suttell, 2006).
Especially within the last decade, there has been a significant decrease in the
costs associated with sustainable buildings in general.

Because of this, the

argument that simply building sustainably will incur additional costs is no longer
valid.

Studies such as that conducted by Mattheissen and Morris (2004),

describes which areas of sustainability are most sought after and cost effective.
Results of this study showed that in a new manufacturing facility productivity
increased by about 25%; statistically significant absenteeism results varied; and
energy usage decreased by about 30% on a square foot basis (Reis et al., 2006).
Overall, building sustainably can have major long-term cost savings (respondent
2 and 7).

Respondents 1 and 3 indicate that although it may be unwarranted, upfront costs
are still a concern for infrastructure professionals. Life Cycle Costing (LCC) helps
to quantify the total costs and benefits over the life of a particular product,
technology, or system (Nalewaik & Senters, 2009). The reduction of utility costs
and savings in operation and maintenance is mainly where the savings are
realized (respondent 13). This is calculated by subtracting the projected utilities
and maintenance and operations costs savings over the useful life of the building
from the total direct costs associated with the building components and
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subsystems (Nalewaik & Senters, 2009). The LCC tool is useful because it can
assist DND in determining which areas of sustainable building to focus on, in
order to stay within budget (respondents 10 and 8). A typical strategy, when
point optimization is a goal, is to pursue points that have no financial impact,
followed by other points in sequential order (Nalewaik & Senters, 2009).
However, this technique must be balanced with the overarching goal of
environmental and social integrity and wellness. Respondent 9 indicates through
her experience that the advancements of technology and growing field of
environmentally conscious construction practices should offset the negative
biases towards some environmental products and practices, brought on by early
technology of the last decades or so. This preconceived notion must be removed
(respondent 3, 14 and 15). Perception of cost and the disconnect between the
construction cost and operational/maintenance cost are two of the biggest
obstacles to building sustainably (respondent 1). Therefore, LCC should be a
part of all sustainable building systems to assist with better decision making
when implementing a certain technology or product (respondent 9 and 12).
LCC is also very useful for comparison of different alternative which satisfy the
desired level of performance (Kansal and Kadambari, 2010).

DGNB and BREEAM are the only systems that have built in considerations for
LCC (Appendix A).
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Sources
Interviews
Literature

6.12

Details
Respondents 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12,
14, 15 and 18
Nalewaik & Senters, 2009
Kansal and Kadambari, 2010
Reis et al., 2006
Mattheissen and Morris (2004),

Innovation

This is an essential credit for the unique requirements of the military because the
encouragement of innovation may help to achieve credits that were previously
thought to be impossible. Hoffman & Henn (2008) emphasize the inherent
importance of encouraging innovation within rating systems. Rating systems
should be evolutionary (respondent 15 and 16).

All systems award points towards Innovation (Appendix A).
Sources
Interviews
Literature

6.13

Details
Respondents 15 and 16
Hoffman and Henn (2008)

Additional Results

In order to provide a more in depth understanding of the answers provided by the
respondents, and to determine the potential, inherent organizational or
professional bias, the following section illustrates the variances and similarities of
respondents and the possible effects on policy input within DND.

Respondents were assessed and analyzed based on either;
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a. Organizational association: DND, NRCan, Independent Consultants,
LEED, Green Globes, and DND Australia;
b. Departmental

association:

Policy,

Infrastructure

Management,

and

Infrastructure Design; or
c. Education

(background/training):

Engineering,

Policy,

Architecture,

Science, Environmental.

Figure 6.5 (below) represents the list of factors and the contribution each
department made to highlight the importance of that factor.

One important

observation drawn from this information is that there are variances in the values
each department places on factors. Policy has a very high weighting in
Operations and Maintenance, but very low in the social category. As well,
Infrastructure Design (ID) has the highest representation in Administration,
attributed to the high level of importance placed in the IDP. It should also be
noted that this department has the highest amount of multi-disciplinarity, which
may be why these respondents could fully appreciate the importance of IDP. As
well, ID respondents are those that work on the actual construction of the
infrastructure, and therefore, have a much different perspective on buildings than
the policy makers, or even sometimes, the Infrastructure Management (IM) team.
IM has given the most weight to education. This is most likely because it is this
group that is responsible for obtaining contractors and overseeing design teams,
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so they can recognize the importance of training staff and having personnel
aware of the concept of sustainable buildings.
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Figure 6.5: Illustration of how each Respondent (divided by Department)
selected the factors for the Proposed DND Rating System.

Respondents were also divided into their respective genders in order to
determine if males were more likely to view a certain factor as more or less
relevant, than the female respondents. Figure 6.6 illustrates the division of
gender by departments.
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Representation of Gender by Department
120
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Figure 6.6: Percentage of Gender Representation within each Department.

Based on the above table, it is clear that gender has substantial representation in
certain departments. Males dominated the IM and ID section, whereas females
tended to have equal representation with their male counterparts in the Policy
department. Figure 6.7 below divides respondents by their representation in
citing a specific factor as important for inclusion into DND’s building rating
system.
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Importance of Factors by Respondents Gender
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Figure 6.7: Importance of Factors as Cited by Respondents, Divided by Gender

Male respondents had substantially more representation in the Administrative
category than female respondents. Specifically, males had an overwhelming
presence in the IDP category of the Administrative grouping. Since IM is
dominant by males, it corresponds to the results from Figure 6.4, illustrating that
IM had a greater representation than any other category with respect to
administrative components.

Within the Administrative group, the factors that

female respondents mentioned most was also IDP, however not all of the female
respondents touched on that topic. Females indicated that factors listed in the
Materials and Resources category tended to be more important than the male
respondents. The factor within this category that had the most representation
among females was Operational Wastes. These results conclude that there may
be a gender bias between men and women respondents, which should be taken
into account during policy and management plan creation.
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6.14 Conclusions
Conducting a comparative study on ratings systems is difficult due to the
variances in structure and standards. However, the aim of this chapter was to
illustrate the chosen factors of relevance for sustainable buildings and the
scientific analysis associated with choosing an appropriate component of system
that best addresses that factor / criteria.

The DND Sustainability Strategy

should:
a. Include use of LCA;
b. Address practicality and cost-effectiveness;
c. Be created for long-time use;
d. Be compatible with DND and Canada-wide goals (environmental and
otherwise);
e. Include Indicators based on the most stringent regulations (federal,
provincial or otherwise);
f. Be user-friendly but scientifically sound;
g. Be usable on different types of buildings, in different locations, with
different users;
h. Be built on the review of international and national objectives; and
i.

Be a tool to be applied to all phases of development, construction, and
post-occupancy, and long-term.

As Appendix A illustrates, there are many good aspects included in all of the
rating systems examine, however, none of them encompass all of the aspects
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defined as important, relevant, and necessary for the military. Although the
current rating tools have several structural limitations, there are aspects within
each of them that, if addressed properly, can make the system successful. One
of the most positive aspects of a rating system is that it can be used as a tool to
guide building owners and developers through the process of building more
sustainably.

In addition to highlighting the aspects of a truly sustainable building, interviewees
established suggestions and recommendations to assist the DND with
implementing management plans to facilitate the integration of sustainable
buildings.

PART 2
This section addresses the second research question, outlined in Chapter 1:
2. What should be implemented in a sustainable development strategy for
the CF in order to achieve green/sustainable building objectives? What
are the constraints of current DND policy, and how can those constraints
be overcome?

Challenges of implementing sustainable building strategies within DND were
raised due to the current practice and structure of the CF. These are addressed
in the following sections.
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6.15

Policies

This following section outlines ways in which the DND can better implement
building strategies into management plans. Any policies created within DND
must account for its unique command structure as it will have a direct influence
on operations and influence on all long-term aspects. The command structure is
based on making quick and efficient decisions, and when there is a five-year or
ten-year sustainability plan, the current structure is limited in terms of addressing
that issue, i.e. the posting system (respondent 7). Respondent 8 encourages
DND to establish a strategy and framework that will address DND’s current
budgets, structure and priorities. Issues and recommendations to mitigate these
issues to make strategies more effective are summarized below in Table 6.4.

Table 6.4: Issues and Required Actions for DND Building Management Plans
Cited Issue
Short-term
polices
regarding
sustainable development
Lack of ownership and accountability

Action Required
Consideration of high turn-over rates,
and long-term budgets.
Requirement
of
executives
and
directors to have their end of year
assessments affected if they are not
implementing sustainable practices.
Lack of spending on pilot projects and Long-term budgets.
research and development
Lack of Training and Education
Ensure clarity of policies and provide
training programs to ensure proper
execution of tasks.
Lack of Communication
Creation of policy must consider all
factors of building design and user
group requirements.
Communicate requirements to all levels
and between departments (green
building policies should be shared
between
Environment
and
infrastructure).
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Cited Issue
Unclear Objectives

Not flexible

Lack of incentives

6.16

Action Required
Ensure
all
parties
understand
terminology and concept in policies and
plans.
Requirement of consistent monitoring
and re-evaluation of policies.
Create a policy flexible enough to
include both large and smaller
infrastructure projects.
Provide Incentives for managers and
directors to implement sustainable
building strategies.

Long-Term Budgeting

A contentious issue within any federal government is budgeting. As federal
departments make use of public funds, they are required to be transparent with
their spending. When it comes to green buildings and sustainability, as it is not
normally associated with the activities of DND/CF, large expenditures on
environmental projects can create a lot of internal tensions and hesitation. Due to
this fact, the present way of thinking is more important to ensure that spending
money on sustainable buildings must prove to be cost effective, with shorter pay
backs periods. DND must establish a strategy and framework that will address
DND’s current budgets, structure and priorities. The establishment of such a
budgeting framework must ensure that the budget for sustainable buildings is
long term (respondent 1 and 7). Reis et al. (2006) warn that final decisions are
often made based solely on schedules and budgets, and the long-term effects
are often overlooked. As respondent 7 pointed out, the way in which DND is
currently managing its infrastructure budget is very short term, due to high
personnel turnover. The existing structure and time scale is too short-term for
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effective sustainability programs (respondent 7).

Nalewaik & Senters (2009)

state that many decision makers react first to the capital cost, and fail to take into
consideration the lower LCC of the sustainably-designed facility. These costs in
many cases may have offset the initial increased expenditure in part or as a
whole. This can perhaps be attributed to the fact that funding for capital
improvements often comes from a different budget within a particular fiscal year
or range of years. These funds are distinct from money allotted in the annual
budget for maintenance and operations. At this point there may be little or no
incentive at the highest level to coordinate or integrate the budgets. By doing
this, sustainable construction projects may not be considered because LCC was
not conducted (Nalewaik & Senters, 2009). The Commission for Environmental
Cooperation (2008) states that a key barrier to green buildings is the
predominant practice by governments, and institutions of separating capital and
operating budgets instead of using life-cycle budgeting: the split incentive
program where the one who pays for the green features often does not realize its
benefits (Commission for Environmental Cooperation, 2008).

A budgeting methodology is presented by Mattheissen and Morris (2004) which
indicates that sustainability must be a program issue, rather than an added
requirement.

They insist that the real question in green building budgeting

should not be “How much will this cost?”, but “How will we do this?” As industry
experts stress, the only effective way to budget for sustainable features in
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buildings is to identify sustainability goals and build an appropriate cost model for
them upfront, at the start of the planning and design process (Suttell, 2006).

Sources
Interviews
Literature

6.17

Details
Respondents 1, 7
Mattheissen and Morris, 2004
Nalewaik & Senters, 2009
Suttell, 2006
Reis et al., 2006
Commission
for
Environmental
Cooperation, 2008

Communication

Respondents have indicated that there may be a lack of communication at
different levels within DND. As a general rule, the personnel involved with the
building design and decision making do not take into consideration the
operational costs or the end of life costs. The monies being allocated for
individual projects must be communicated to personnel involved at all levels of
the process. Personnel who are looking at construction costs are not the same
people that are looking at the actual maintenance costs, and because of this
sometimes cost saving measures are excluded (respondent 9).

Respondent 9 states that all infrastructure policies should be communicated
between the infrastructure component of ADM(IE), and the environmental cell. It
is the infrastructure personnel that are making the decisions about buildings, so
they need to have the tools and information to do it properly, and then
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environmental side has the information on impacts, but may be lacking in the
construction areas of expertise.

An additional suggestion from respondent 12 was to separate facilities
management and construction from operations and general command. There is
an existing dichotomy between mindsets and perspectives, which is hindering
progress in the sustainable development realm of DND.

Sources
Interviews
Literature

6.18

Details
Respondents 7,9,12
N/A

Accountability and Enforcement

Assigning roles and responsibilities in building design can increase the
opportunity for accountability and enforcement of policy (respondent 15). An
increase in accountability of managers can make the achievement of
sustainability easier (respondent 11). Enforcement is especially important at the
individual level at the bases. It is the people on the individual bases who are
constructing the building or managing the buildings or have the budgets and are
making the decisions (respondent 5). They should be held accountable if they do
not carry out their duties as tasked (respondents 12). Respondents 7 and 11,
recommend making building performance an accountable evaluation criteria for
executives as an incentive. If sustainability performance is included as part of
the annual performance, as accountability criteria for executives/directors, then it
would increase the likelihood of accomplishing the plan.
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Sources
Interviews
Literature

6.19

Details
Respondents 7, 11, 12, 15
N/A

Long-term Planning

The national defence sustainability design must account for bureaucracy in the
posting system. Personnel are posted every 2- 3 years so it’s in direct contrast
with the time scale of the sustainability discussions.

Short-term decisions,

interests and comprehension are essentially two years (typically about 18
months), and making decisions about projects in 15-20 year span is difficult,
especially since these decisions will have to be supported by 10 cycles of
personnel. Respondent 7 states that currently DND personnel do not yet have
the appropriate training, or experience to make those necessary long-term
decisions. DND is currently faced with short-term interests and prejudices of
commanders in the posting system in direct conflict with sustainability
requirements.

Respondents 6 and 7 recommend that decisions reflect the

philosophy of sustainability in emphasizing the importance of long-term goals not
short-term interests.

Sources
Interviews
Literature
6.20

Details
Respondents 6, 7
N/A

Flexibility

Policy needs to be flexible in order for it to be effective.

The International

Institute for Sustainable Development document (2003) maintains that it is only
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possible to achieve long-term goals through the development of policy that is
highly flexible and allows for adaptation to new knowledge. It should also adopt
the precautionary principle and be able to adapt quickly to new knowledge about
ecosystem functioning and services. By explicitly building information feedback
loops into new policy, risk to the environment and hence people will be reduced.
Adaptive (flexible) policy design, which can be applied to policy design generally,
is designed to uncover risks and uncertainties inherent in systems. Such
adaptive policies aim to be robust across a range of plausible futures rather than
optimize a best estimate future (International Institute for Sustainable
Development, 2003).

Sources
Interviews
Literature

6.21

Details
Respondents 6, 7
N/A

Ambiguity of Objectives

As discussed where there is some ambiguity with the terminology used to
address infrastructure. Terminology should be consistent with objectives.

The 2008 Commission for Environmental Cooperation report insists that there is
a lack of coordination and consistency in government policies affecting buildings.
DND needs to be clear, and determine what its ultimate objectives are in order to
ensure that all parties understand these objectives and work together towards
the accomplishment of this aim. As well, management plans should be inclusive,
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and applicable to all infrastructure (respondent 3). If objectives are ambiguous it
leaves room for separate interpretation at individual bases and since decisions
are made from a variety of base commanders and higher level personnel, it
would create a lack of consistency among DND (respondent 3). For example,
each Base Commander has the authority to make and fund his / her own
priorities. If he/she feels that his priority is to support more aircraft training hours
instead of supporting energy efficiency retrofits in his buildings, then these
buildings will be neglected from any energy efficiency initiatives (respondent 12).
Respondent 9 also urges for the need to clarify mandates.

Sources
Interviews
Literature

6.22

Details
Respondents 3, 9, 12
Commission
for
Cooperation, 2008

Environmental

Training and Education

As with any initiative, training and education are important components to ensure
longevity and accuracy (respondent 9). For example, respondent 12,
recommends increasing funding for facilitators to work side by side with DND
Real Property Project Managers, and to develop more tools, guides, checklists,
software to assist federal departments implement sustainable building policies
and directives. Through the personal experiences of respondent 6, pilot projects
can assist with providing a way of illustrating innovative ways to build more
sustainably, that others within the DND can learn from, and they are great
educational tools.
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Sources
Interviews
Literature

6.23

Details
Respondents 6, 9, 12
Commission
for
Cooperation, 2008

Environmental

Summary of Policy Results

The results in Part 1 of this section were used to help identify the most significant
building rating problems, as well as to highlight areas that require the most
attention in order to minimize the environmental effects of a building. National
objectives and legal requirements were also used to showcase the areas of
sustainable buildings tools that policy developers and sustainable building users
find most important. However, sustainable building tools cannot stand alone, and
must be part of a wider sustainable building policy initiative through the DND.
Figure 6.8 illustrates an effective way to assist DND with implementing its
sustainable building strategy.
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Long Term
Commitment

Consideration of
Organizational
Issues

Long Term
Investment

Strategic Plan
Develop a clear plan that considers social, economic,
environmental and cultural goals of DND. Determine what steps
need to be taken today to achieve those goals in the future?

Feedback








Departmental Organization
Establish roles and responsibilities
Ensure accountability
Encourage education/knowledge and information
sharing
Determine budgeting requirements
Clarify management requirements
Encourage research of alternative solutions and
innovation

Feedback

Long Term Monitoring and Evaluation

Figure 6.8: Overview of key elements of a sustainable building policy (adapted
from International Institute for Sustainable Development, 2011).
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Recommendations
7.0

Conclusions / Contributions

The objectives of this study were to address the following research questions:
Part 1 - What are the unique requirements of the CF with regards to
green / sustainable buildings?; and,
Part 2 - What should be implemented in a sustainable development
strategy for the CF in order to achieve green / sustainable building
objectives? What are the constraints of current DND policy, and how can
those constraints be overcome?
In the accomplishment of this aim, the contributions, per part, and conclusions
are cited below. As well, recommendations in order to improve this research
investigation are also listed along with work that can be undertaken in the future.

7.1 Conclusions - Part 1
The unique nature of the CF and its SD policies and practices were fully referred
to in Chapter 3. The results of the interviews of the DND personnel, federal
employees and relevant experts also, further defined the unique requirements
and policy of the CF in this regard. Examining buildings within a SD framework
from the macro (holistically) to the micro-scale (CF specific), the author
investigated the development of current sustainable building rating systems and
strategies. The author’s research has contributed to the examination of current
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green / sustainable building rating systems and their widespread application. The
trends and themes that were thoroughly examined and determined helped
contribute to the academic discourse in the field of sustainable buildings
assessment. The results (i.e. the most viable and relevant components (or cited
factors) of a variety of rating systems in regards to green building and
sustainable development concepts) reiterate the fact that proper critical analysis,
and a transdisciplinary approach is required for selecting the most optimal rating
system indicators and criteria; especially for use by the CF and DND, with their
stated unique requirements. The aim was to tackle and suggest a solution for a
‘real-world problem’, as the tool should be used to improve the performance of
buildings.

Scientific knowledge from many fields needs to be collated and

analysed in order to extract the most important aspects to be considered in the
tool.

In addition, appropriate policies and support are required to foster the

progress of sustainability strategies.

The following conclusions can be drawn

from the results of this research:
a. The unique needs of the DND were identified, and investigated on how
this uniqueness affects the application and effectiveness of rating systems
(summary provided in Section 3.4);
b. Core, Relevant SD factors / criteria were determined through a thorough,
comprehensive and international selection process that could be used as
the foundation for a proposed DND sustainable buildings rating systems;
c. A sustainable development framework was established;
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d. Areas of improvement, with regards to SD, for DND infrastructure were
identified; and,
e. Research addressed shortcomings and proposed sustainable building
policy protocol.

7.2

Conclusions- Part 2

This research incorporated the relevant concepts of SD by addressing the
components of the sustainability which highlights the applicability of these
frameworks to the built environment, and their usability for practical purposes.
The cited factors that were chosen and fully substantiated by the author have the
potential to become the standard through which SD can be not only evaluated,
but practised through implementation. It also illustrates the potentialities for the
framework to be used as a design tool, aiding in the mobilization of these
concepts of sustainability from policy into practice. Obtaining sound feedback
and input to the CF and the DND, can, in turn, be introduced at the Federal
Level. This can be accomplished through the creation of a DND specific
Sustainable Building Strategy.

Policies which aim to progress the use of

sustainability concepts within infrastructure practices should use these concepts
when designing policy, not just for the design of infrastructure itself. The current
CF LEED and Green Globes policy certainly has its shortcomings in this regard.
This research has illustrated the need to re-evaluate the method of policy
creation within the DND, to include more relevant and further reaching concepts
of sustainability.
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7.3

Recommendations

The recommendations based on the results, observations, experiences and
conclusions of this investigation are listed below. There are many aspects of SD
frameworks and evaluation methods that warrant further investigation. As such,
future work can concentrate (but are not limited to) the following areas of
research, investigation:
a. It is recommended that further research in this area be conducted to
provide an in depth analysis of each factor as part of the overall
sustainability strategy that was determined as a fundamental to any SD
framework (from Appendix A);

b. Tie policy to existing building technologies, i.e. investigate if Sustainable
Development is achievable based on the current state of technologies;

c. Determine if current rating systems, frameworks and policies are
achieving green building (SD) performance. i.e. monitor buildings that
have been designed to be green and determine if their true performance
meet SD targets; and,

d. Conduct further interviews and obtain more user feedback on the
requirement and needs of DND buildings at all levels.
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From a more practical perspective:

e. Develop and establish common nomenclature and terminology for
infrastructure that is both consistent, relevant and in-line with DND’s
sustainable development needs;

f. Capitalize on existing regulations while developing incentives and build on
existing strengths and best practices;

g. Ensure that SD policies are regionally relevant and that the right
measurements are taken in order to properly monitor progress;

h. Establish a framework and implementation plan which takes into account
current barriers by evaluating current departmental processes and
priorities at all levels;

i.

Ensure that the framework is supported, and given the capacity and
resources to be implemented with expectation that the framework will
deliver a program that will be integrated eventually into normal
departmental operations;

j.

Ensure that the policy is flexible, clear and considers long-term goals and
objectives;
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k. Include training and education components in all policies and sustainable
building rating systems;

l.

Determine

potential bias

from

policy

creators

and

infrastructure

management;

m. Create a sustainable building solution specifically for DND that considers
all potential infrastructure needs, i.e., further define / refine specific needs
and long-term strategies;

n. Identify factors that will lead to successful change for sustainable
development; and,

o. Implement monitoring and testing protocols to track progress on achieving
targets for green buildings, and to gather information to support continual
improvement in policy development.
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Appendix A - List of Factors and Analysis of Rating Systems
LEED

Green Globes

Green Star

BREEAM

Sweden

DGNB

ADMINISTRATIVE
Flexibility of Criteria

No - as long as you show intent certain Allows for partial credits encouraging Yes - Credits some credits become N/A Yes - Credits some credits become N/A and This system allows for "simplified Yes - weighting changes based on type
pre-requisites can be overlooked. Only designers to attempt all credits.
for specific bulidings, and are taken off are taken off final scoring.
methods of data input". Design teams of building and location.
pre-requisites however.
final scoring.
can choose an easier approach based
on lack of information required for
evidence, but it will inturn affect their
rating.
Preformance-based vs Use presectiptive based indicators as Uses more prescriptive based Uses mostly preformance based Uses mostly preformance based indicators.
A guiding principle when developing the Uses
mainly
preformance
based
well as several feature-based Indicators, indicators. The technology used is indicators.
Swedish tool was to mainly include indicators.
Indicators
such as MR 5 credit. Does not award also awarded points.
performance-based indicators and, if
points for technology.
possible, avoid indicators related to
procedures and technical solutions.
Third Party Verification Yes

Integrated
Process

Yes

Yes

Yes

Third party verification is not required, Criterion
45Optimization
and
however the recommended data input Complexity of the Approach to Planning:
methods are quite complex and Verification of the design documentation
therefore would require outside parties. by independent third party beyond the
These parties would not necessarily legal requirements.
validate the work but would inherently
assist with evaluating some of the work.

Design Does not actually require it, but its Credit A.1 - Integrated Design Does not actually require it, but its Credits Man 01 and Man 04: both credits are No not given direct credit for it.
apparently inherent in the process, i.e. it Process:
20
possible
points. apparently inherent in the process, i.e. very comprehensive, and have an all
would be difficult to achieve many of the However, it does not provide specific it would be difficult to achieve many of encompassing definition of user groups and
points if they did not practice this.
detail regarding the members of the the points if they did not practice this. stakeholders. Require each stakeholder and
design
team,
roles
and
user group to have defined roles and
responsibilites,
and
responsibilites
pre-construction,
post
handover/occpancy stages of the
contruction, and handover. As well, by
building.
requiring roles to be laid out, it allows for
transparency and accountability.
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Criterion
44-Integral
Planning:
interdisciplinary teams must be identified.
This credit does a good job of ensuring
IDP at the design stages of the building,
however it does not require a list of who
those stakeholders are and what exactly
their roles and responsiblities are
throughout the whole lifecycle of the
building.

Lifecycle Analysis

LEED covers most stages of the bulidng Credit E.1 - Low impact systems and Materials Section - reuse of materials Credit Man 01 - Sustainable Procurement. Through the use of preformance based Building Life-cycles are evaluated based
lifecycle, however because each materials.
Credit
E.4: Specify and building structure. Also award This credit outlines the process by which criteria, the authors believe that this will on the overall impacts of building
category is weighted the same it allows fastening systems that allow for easy points for reduction of concrete, virigin stakeholders discuss their involvement at inherently address LCA considerations. materials, construction, and systems. Not
for some trade-offs between stages. As disassembly
(Part
of
LCA steel, and PVC. All of these products every stage in the buliding lifecycle. Credit Mat The tool was supposed to be based on each individual system. Criterion 1
well, LEED does not explicity cover LCA, considerations). Credit E.2 - specify are known to have negative effects on 01 - Used to recognise and encourage the use life cycle thinking in the sense that it (Global Warming Potentail), 2 (Ozone
and no single criterion covers the whole materials made from renewable the environment through extraction, of construction materials with a low was meant to cover environmental Depleting Potential), 3 (Photochemical
lifecycle. LEED used TRACI from sources or locally manufactured that production, or transportation. Indirectly environmental impact (including embodied aspects
significant
for
buildings Ozone
Creation
Potential),
4
USEPA to help establish impact have been based on LCAs.
LCA principles have been applied to carbon) over the full lifecycle of the building. throughout their life cycles.
(Acidification
Potential),
5
categories and determine the weighting
these credits. Credit MAT-09 awards Credit Ene 04 - Low and Zero Carbon
(Eutotrophication Potential), are the
of each credit and category. TRACI is a
points for using less materials in Technologies: To reduce carbon emissions
criteria used in the assessments. Other
lifecycle
analysis
tool.
Buliding
general. LCA is not considered for and atmospheric pollution by encouraging
Criterion evaluate life-cycle as building
disassembly considerations are not
energy production, or other credits. local energy generation from renewable
stages, not the life-cycle components of
mentioned, which is a part of whole
Building disassemly is not considered sources to supply a significant proportion of
building materials or energy usage.
building lifecycle principles.
either. Building durability is never the energy demand. Must include LCA in the
Criterion 42: Ease of deconstruction,
mentioned, which is a component of feasbility study, which would account for its
recycling and Dismantling (also part of
bulidings lifecycles.
embodied carbon emissions and operational
LCA).
carbon savings and emissions, and this
method of supply results in a reduction in
lifecycle CO2. Products based on 60-year
buildings. Need to include GHG life cycle of
product, but only covers main material
elements of the buliding. Credit Mat 02 - Hard
Landscaping and Boundary Protection, and
Credit Pol 01 - Impact of refridgerants also
address LCA requirements.

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
Reduction in Energy Incudes a prerequisite - EA PR2 - Credit C.1: Energy Preformance and Energy category has a conditional Credit Ene 01: Reduction of CO2 emisisons. Yes- Energy category includes "Energy Criterion 10: Non Renewable Primary
Minimum Energy Preformance, as well Credit C.2: Reduced Energy Demand requirement for energy reduction Credit Ene 04: Low and zero carbon use" and "Energy Demand" Aspects
Energy Demands (PEne). Criterion 11:
Usage in Buildings
as E.A.1- Optimize Energy Preformance. - includes forcasting for future calculation.
Credit
ENE
1
- technologies: to reduce carbon emissions and
Total Primary Energy Demands and
changes in usage.
Greenhouse Gas Emissions addresses atmospheric pollution by encouraging local
Percentage of Renewable Primary
the required reductions based on energy generation from renewable sources to
Energy: calls for a reduction in nonpredicted emissions of a benchmark supply a significant proportion of the energy
renewable energy demands.
building. Credit ENE 03 - Peak Energy demand. Also requires a green energy
Demand Reductions.
feasability study.

Vehicles: Reduction of Credit Site Selection: 4.1 - Alternative Credit C5 - Energy Efficient Credits TRA 1-5: Address access to Credit TRA 05: Travel Plan. This credit Not Addressed.
GHG
from
Vehicle Tranportation - Public Transportation Transportation and Cycling facilities. public transportation, bicycle facilites requires a plan to include all types of travel
Access (includes a management plan This credit provides options for and carpooling. Does not address used by building occupants to determine which
Emissions
option that will reduce single occupancy alternative fuel options either on-site alternative fuel vehicles.
areas they can reduce tranportatation causing
vehicle use by 25 or 50% - prefromance or in general vicinty.
the most amount of environmental harm. Does
based), Credit 4.2 - bicycle storage and
not address alternative fuel vehicles.
changing rooms, Credit 4.3 - Alternative
Fuel Vehicles, 4.4 - Parking Capacity

Criterion 30: Bicycle Comfort to include
the measures implemented to encourage
cycling. Criterion 59: Connection to
Transportation. Points awarded for the
quality of transport connections, including
bicycle tracks.

Encouragement
Virtual Meetings

Not Addressed.

of Not Addressed.

Not Addressed.

Not Addressed.

Not Addressed.
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Not Addressed.

WATER
Reduction of
Consumption

Human
Considerations
Water

Wastewater
Management

Water Credit WE Prereq - Water Use Credit D.1 - Water Performance - Credit Wat 1 - Occupant Amenity Credit Wat 01 - Reduction in water Not Addressed.
Reduction: employ strategies that use achieve water use targets (select one water: to reduce potable water consumption: To reduce the consumption of
20% (or 30%) less water than the use of 3). Credit D.2.: Water conserving consumption. Credit Wat 02: Water potable water for sanitary use in new buildings
baseline calculated for the building. The features - implementing specific Monitoring. Credit Wat 03 - Reduce from all sources through the use of water
strategies used to achieve these water efficient equipment.This is both potable water usage for landscaping efficient components and water recycling
reductions are not required as this is a (+) and (-). It is provides a step-by- and irrigation. Credit Wat 04 - Heat systems. This credit can be a slightly
preformance based credit. Credit WE1 - step guide, however, it can be too Rejection water, and Credit Wat 05 - prescriptive, as part of their methodology is to
Water Efficient Landscaping: this credit prescriptive. It also suggests the use Fire System Water.
assess water consumption reduction based
requires a reduction (or elimination) of of sub-metering for high-water usage
on calculating the projected water reduction
potable water use.
operations and or occupancies (such
technologies used (i.e. looking at product
as boilers and cooling tower make-up
information). Also Credit Wat 04 - Water
lines). This is beneficial for ensuring
Efficient Equipment.
continuted water monitoring and
reduction. Some of the Credit D.2
strategies include minimizing use of
water for irrigation, planting native, or
local weather resistant plants is
suggested. (+).

Health Not Addressed.
of

Not Addressed.

Credit Emi 08 - Legionella credit

Criterion 14- Potable Water Consumption
and Sewage Generation: Potable water
consumption and sewage generation
shall be reduced.

Credit Hea 04 - Water Quality: To minimise Have a legionella indicator. Also as an Not Addressed.
the risk of water contamination in building additional indicator for buildings with
services and ensure the provision of clean, their own water supplies and sewage
fresh sources of water for building users.
systems the have an assessment for
"Tap
Water
Quality".
Requires
sampling.
Credit We 2 - Innovative Wastewater Credit F.3 - Avoiding Sewer and Emi 06 - Reduction in discharges to Credit Wat 01 - Wastewater: can be collected Not Addressed.
Criterion 14: Potable Water Consumption
Technologies.
Waterway Contamination.
sewers. Challenges users to reduce by and reused if possible inorder to reduce the
and Sewage Generation - Potable water
90%.
overall building potable water consumption.
consumption and sewage generation
shall be reduced.
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MATERIALS AND RESOURCES
Waste
Reduction Credit MR 2 - Construction Waste Credit E.5 - Reduction, reuse and Credit Mat 10- Dematerialization; and Credit Wst 01
Management: This category deals with recycling of demolition waste.
Credit Man 07- Waste Management.
Management.
(Construction)
diverting
construction
waste
management.

-

Construction

Waste Not Addressed.

Operational Waste

Credit MR. Pr 1 - Storage & Collection of Credit E.6:
Provide adequate Credit Mat 01 - Recycling Waste Credit Wst 03 - Operational Waste: also Not Addressed.
recyclables: provide easily accessible handling and storage facilities for Storage.
addressed organic wastes and capacity
areas for sorting, stroing and collecting recycling and composting for future
appropriateness.
recyclables. Does not discuss organic occupants to recycle materials and
wastes.
compost organic waste.

Green Procurement

Not Addressed

Recycling E-Waste

Not Addressed

Credit
A.2
Purchasing.
Not Addressed.

-

Criterion
48
Construction
Site/Construction Process; Criterion 49:
Quality of Executing Contractors / PreQualification; and Criterion 50: Quality
and
Assurance
of
Construction
Execution.
Not Addressed

Environmental Not Addressed.

Not Addressed.

Not Addressed.

Not Addressed

Not Addressed.

Not Addressed.

Not Addressed.

Not Addressed

INDOOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
Air Quality

Indoor
Controls

Credit IEQ prereqs - Minimum Indoor Air Credit G.1 - Ventillation System.
Quality Preformance, and Environmental
Tobacco Smoke Control; Credit IEQ 1 Outdoor Air Delivery Monitoring; Credit
IEQ 2 - Increased Venitllation.

Temperature Credit IEQ 6.2 - Controllability of Credit G.4 - Thermal Comfort.
Systems: Thermal Comfort; IEQ 7.2 Thermal Comfort by Design; and IEQ
7.2 Thermal Comfort Verification:
Requires a thermal comfort survey 6-18
months post-occupancy.

Odourless and Low Credit IEQ 4.1 - Low-emitting Materials: Credit G.2
Adhesives and Sealants; Credit IEQ 4.2 -Pollutants.
Emissions Products
Low-emitting Materials: Paints and
Coatings; Credit 4.3 - Low-emitting
Materials: Flooring Systems; Credit IEQ
4.4 - Low-emitting Materials: Flooring
Systems; Credit IEQ 5 - Indoor Chemical
and Pollutant Source Control.
Acoustic comfort

Not Addressed.

-

Control

of

Credit G.5: Acoustic Comfort

Credit IEQ 1 - Ventilation Rates; IEQ 2 -Credit Hea 02 - Indoor Air Quality.
Airchange Effectiveness; IEQ 16 Tenant Exhaust Riser (printers and
photocopiers)

Radon concentration measured, and Criterion 20 - Indoor Hygiene - includes
venitlation. Also a required user ventillation.
questionnaire has to be completed
during occupancy. To show that users
are happy with IEQ.

Credit IEQ 9 - Thermal Comfort; Credit Credit Hea 03 - Thermal Comfort: occupant Thermal Climate
IEQ 10 - Thermal comfort Individual control is based on discussions with the endControls; Credit IEQ 3 - Carbon Dioxide user.The amount of occupant control required
Monitoring
for these zones, based on discussions with the
end user (or alternatively building type/use
specific design guidance, case studies,
feedback).

Indoor Credit IEQ 13- Volitile Organic Credit Hea 02 - Indoor Air Quality.
Compounds; Credit
IEQ
14 Formaldehyde Minimisation; Credit IEQ
15 - Mould.

Not Addressed.

Credit IEQ 7 - Internal Noise Levels, Credit Hea 05 - Acoustic Preformance: To Noise & Acoustics
EMI 10 - Noise Pollution
ensure the buildings’ acoustic performance
including
sound
insulation
meet
the
appropriate standards for its purpose.
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Crtierion
23
User
Influences:
encompasses all IEQ components;
Criterion 18 and 19: Thermal Comfort in
Summer and Winter.

Criterion 20 - Indoor Hygiene.

Criterion 21: Acoustic Comfort ( (user
influence it so be evaluated separately in
Criterion 23). Criterion 34 - Noise
Protection.

Indoor Design
Views

Lighting Controls

Not Addressed
Not Addressed.
Not Addressed.
Not Addressed.
Credit IEQ 8.2 - Daylight and Views: Credit G.3. - Views: Provide Views to Credit IEQ 8 - External Views - Provide Credit Hea 01- Visiual Comfort
Views
building exterior or to atria from all Occupants with external views of the
primary interior spaces.
Environment.
Credit IEQ 8.1 - Daylight and Views: Credit G.3. - Daylighting: provide Credit IEQ 4 - Daylight; IEQ 5 - Credit Hea 01- Visual Comfort
Daylight; Credit IEQ 6.1 - Controllability ambient daylight to spaces, and Daylight Glare Control; None of these
of Systems, lighting
specify solar shading devices to are controlled by the users.
enable
occupants
to
control
brightness from direct daylighting.

Not Addressed.
Not Addressed.

Criterion 27 - Area efficiency
Criterion 22 - Visual Comfort

IEQ - Daylight

Criterion 22 - Visual Comfort

SITE SELECTION
Regional Consideration Points
awarded
considerations.

for

regional Credit B.1. includes the requirement Not Addressed.
Not Addressed.
Not Addressed.
to preserve areas with "notable
sceneic beauty" thus ensuring
surrounding
businesses
or
inhabitants are not negatively
affected by their presence. It also
promotes
social
and
cultural
awareness. Also Credit C.2 Reduced Energy Demands: points
awarded for consideration of the
affect
of
microclimate
and
topography of the building on energy
usage.
Environmental Integrity Sustainable Site - SS1 - Site Selection; Credit B1. - Carry out EA's on all Land Use and Ecology section has a Credits LE 1-5: deal with site selection and System is designed mainly for EB.
SS 5.1 - Site Development: Protect and portions of site that are identified as conditional requirement (Prerequisite) protecting biodiversity and wildlife. Credit LE
of the Site
Restore Habitat; SS 5.2 - Site senstive or select exisitng sites, to encourage use of land that has 05:A landscape and habitat management plan,
Development: Maximize Open Space. remediated sites, or development limited ecological value, and is not appropriate to the site, is produced covering at
dense areas; and minimize site within appropropriate limits of wetlands least the first five years after project
disturbance and map all exisiting site or other ecologically sensitive areas. completion. This is to be handed over to the
vegetation to ensure that it can be Credits Eco 2 and 3 encourage use of building occupants and includes: Management
preserved or replanted. Credit B.4 - reclaimed land and land reuse. Credit of any protected features on site; Management
Specifiy naturalized landscapes using ECO 4 award points for measures that of any new, existing or enhanced habitats; and
native trees, shrubs and ground do not diminish or enhance ecological a reference to the current or future site level or
cover, with minimal lawn; Create value of the property.
local Biodiversity Action Plan.
biophysical inventoy of on-site plants
to be reainted or salvaged and replanted; remediate brownfields.
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Location is evaluated separately so that
the other aspects of the building can be
assessed
equally.
Criterion
57:
Circumstances at the Microlocation
addresses this issue directly.

Criterion 06:
Environment

Risks

for

the

Local

Location to Amenities

Evaluation of Risks

Site Selection - SS2 - Development Not Addressed.
Not Addressed.
Density and Community Conductivity develop in areas that are close to
already exisiting services and provide
pedestrian access.
Not Addressed.
A.4 - Emergency Response Plan: Not Addressed.
Includes the proects environmental
goals and procedures with regard to
emergency response in Division of 1
of the specifications.

TRA 2 - Proximity to amenities - evaluated Not Addressed.
based on the location of amenties inorder to
reduce extended travel or unecessary trips depending on amenity, location is between
500-1000m.
Hea 06 - Safety and Security - To recognise Not Addressed.
and encourage effective design measures that
promote low risk, safe and secure access to
and use of the building. (not referenceing the
same kind of security applicable to the CF)

Criterion 60- assesses amenitites close
to the buildings.

Not Addressed.

Not Addressed.

Socio-cultural and Functional Quality is a
separate category. There are 15 Criterion
included in this category. In addition
Criterion 57: Circumstances at the
Microlocation, and Criterion 58: Image
and Condition of the Location and
Neighborhood

Hea 01- Visiual Comfort - For health care Not Addressed.
buildings only - effort to hire an art coordinator
and to build relationships with the community.

Criterion
29:
Public
accessibility
enhances social communication. A
diversity of use generates vitalization of
the public space and augments the
sense of security of the users. At the
same time it contributes to the economic
sustainability of the building. Criterion 58:
Image and Condition of the Location and
Neighborhood

Criterion 56: Risks at the Microlocation;
Criterion 25: Safety and Failure Risks
addressed, including methodologies for
illumination levels, technical safety
devices, escape routes etc.

SOCIAL/CULTURAL ASPECTS
Cultural Sensitivity

Not Addressed.

Social
Impact
on Not Addressed.
Adjacent
Properties/Architecture

Not Addressed.

Not Addressed.

B.1. includes the requirement to Not Addressed.
preserve areas with "notable sceneic
beauty" thus ensuring surrounding
businesses or inhabitants are not
negatively affected by their presence.
It also promotes social and cultural
awareness.
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OPERATION, MAINTENANCE AND EDUCATION
Monitoring

Commissioning

Energy Monitoring requirements and Energy and
Outdoor air Monitoring
suggested.

water

sub-metering ENE02 - Energy Sub-Metering and Wat 02 - Water Monitoring, Wat 03 - Water Not Addressed.
WAT 04 - Water Meters
Leak Detection and Prevention, ENE 02Energy Monitoring, Man 01 - Sustainable
Procurement
Credit
EA
Pr
1:
Engage
a Credit A.3 - Commissioning: (4 Credit Man 02 - Commissioning: One Man 01 - Sustainable Procurement - for Not Addressed.
commissioning agent who will review possible aspects under this section) point is awarded where it is construction and handover phase: An
design documentation, verify installation, 1.
Engage
an
independent demonstrated that: A Comprehensive appropriate project team member(s) is
functional
preformance,
training, Commissioning Authority, 2) Provide pre-commissioning,
commissioning, appointed to monitor and programme preoperation,
and
maintenance Design intent and Basis of Design and quality monitoring are contractually commissioning, commissioning and, where
documentation
and
complete documentation,
3)
Include required to be performed for all building necessary, re-commissioning on behalf of the
comissioning report and develop commissioning requirements in the services (Building Management and client.
After
care
phase:
Seasonal
commissioning plan. However this is all Construction Documentation and 4) Control Systems, mechanical, electrical commissioning
responsibilities
will
be
done pre-occupancy. Credit EA. 3 - Develop a Commissioning Plan.
and hydraulic). An additional point is completed over a minimum 12 month period,
Enhanced Commissioning: Hire a
awarded where it is demonstrated that: once the building becomes occupied.
secondary indpependent commissioning
A design intent report is developed,
authority in addition to the Fundatmental
training of building management staff is
building Commissioning prerequisite.
provided; and the design team and
Must create a systems manual and
contractor
transfer
the
project
review the operation of the building with
knowledge
to
the
project
operations and maintenance (O&M) staff
owner/manager. Credit Man 03 and occupants within 10 months after
Building Tuning: require all buildings to
substantial completion. A plan for
be tuned for a 12 month period after
resolving outstanding commissioninghandover. Credit Man 04 - Independent
related issues must be included. This
commissioning agent: point is awarded
requirement not require them to resolve
where an Independent Commissioning
commissioning related issues, just ot
Agent (ICA) advises, monitors and
creat a plan. Need more longevity in
verifies the commissioning of the
their planning and commissioning.
nominated building systems throughout
the
tender,
construction
and
commissioning
phase.
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Not Addressed

Criterion 51: Systematic commissioning
10-14 months post-construction

Education

Have auditors to carry out assessment Done online by user, may create Not Addressed.
and certification. These people are opportunity to learn.
trained, however they do not take
measures to educate.

N/A- although they do have specific training Not Addressed
requirements, and design team requirements.

Criterion 23 - They have identified the
areas in which the users can influence
the Indoor quality of the buildings by
integrating user capabilities in design
strategies. No real education credits.
Include
Public
Participation
requirements, which may include public
in design and facility awareness and
education.

Employee Awareness

Only required to have training program Their system is designed to teach Not Addressed effectively.
for commissioning of building. However users
about
their
building
there are several sections which compnenets since the reporting is
encourage employee participation, i.e, done on-line and an accredited
controllability of systems, lighting etc.
professional is not required.

Not Addressed.

Not Addressed

Not Addressed

Training

Only for commissioning.

Points awarded for creating a Building Credit Man 01 - Sustainable Procurement - Not Addressed
Users' Guide (BUG), which includes addresses roles and responsibility of team at
information relevant to the building design stage, construction, and after care.
users,
occupants
and
tenants Includes training requirements of building
representatives, is developed and occupants,
occupant
surveys,
training
made available to the building owner. manuals, walkthroughs etc. Credit LE 05 Howvever actual training is not required training requirements for workforce
required.
on how to avoid damaging site ecology during
operations on site, and Credit Man 02 Responsible Construction Practices.

Not Addressed

Flexibility of Building Not Addressed.
Use
Measurement
and Credit EA 5 Verification
Verification

Measurement

Not Addressed.

Credit E.4 - Building Durability, Not Addressed.
adaptability and disassembly.
and Not Addressed
Not Addressed.
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Not Addressed

Not Addressed

Criterion 28: Conversion Feasability

Not Addressed.

Not Addressed.

Criterion 47: Establishing Preconditions
for an Optimized Use and Operation and
Criterion
45:
Optimization
and
Complexity of the Approach to Planning

Building Durability

RP Credit 1 - Durability

Credit E.4 - Building Durability, Not Addressed.
adaptability and disassembly - 1)
Specify durable and low-maintenance
bulidings materials and assemblies
that can withstand the following:
sunlight, temperature and humidity
changes, condecnsation, and wearand-tear associated with the amount
and type of traffic expected, 2)
Implement a building desing that
promotes buliding adaptability, 3)
Specify fastening systems that allow
for easy disassembly. C.2 Reduced
Energy Demand - includes forcasting
for future changes in usage

Credit Mat 05 - Designing for robustness:To Not Addressed.
recognise and encourage adequate protection
of exposed elements of the building and
landscape, therefore minimising the frequency
of replacement and maximising materials
optimisation.

Criterion 40- Ease of Cleaning and
Maintenance of the Structure: Addresses
building longevity and LCC and LCA.

Not Addressed.

Credit Man 05 - Lifecycle cost and service life Not Addressed.
planning.

Economical Quality Category: addresses
lifecycle cost and monetary values; in
addition, software used to determine
Ecological Quality also calculates LCC of
buildings.

ECONOMIC QUALITY
Lifecycle Cost Analysis Not Addressed.

Not Addressed.

INNOVATION
Innovation

Award 1-5 possible points for innovation. Green Globes awards no points Inn1 - Innovative Strategies and Inn 01 - Innovation
Also have a innovative wastewater strictly for innovation because you Technologies, Inn 2 - Exceeding Green
credit.
achieve partial credits.
Star Benchmarks and Inn 3 Enviornmental Design Iniatives
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Because it only uses preformance Criterion 31: Assurance of the Quality of
based indicators, the system indirectly Design and Urban Development in
encourages innovation. Although no Competition. Planning competitions shall
points are awarded specifically for that take place to attain the best solution for
category.
the architectonical and constructive
tasks. Supposed to encourage innovative
solutions.

Appendix B
Interview Guide
The following questions covered in the interviews.

The interview followed

McCracken’s method of semi-structured interviews (see Chapter 5).

1) How would you define Green Buildings?

2) Difference between Sustainable Building and Green Buildings?

3) Do you think Sustainable Building implementation is a viable option for the
Department of National Defence? Why/why not?

4) What would you say are the unique requirements of the Department of
National Defence with regards to implementation of Sustainable Buildings?

5) Do you have any reservations towards Sustainable Building concepts being
implemented into traditional construction practices? Why/Why not?

6) Are you familiar with LEED, or any other building rating systems?

7) What are the advantages and disadvantages of the rating systems you
mentioned in Question 6.

8)
Do these rating systems reflect and achieve sustainable building
philosophies?

9) What is lacking in rating systems, that is important for the benefit of DND?

10) How can the federal government better implement sustainable building
strategies into their management plans?
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